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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The description of transport phenomena for electrons and phonons in 
metals and semiconductors has usually been based on a Boltzmann equation 
approach. In doing so one assumes that the electron and the phonon distri­
bution functions fe(k) and fP{q) satisfy the equations 
8fe eE 8fe ( д1е \ 
- ' - fc, t) = -j- (k, t) + U- k, t) ) (1) 
et m dk \ ct /сом. 
dfP I 8fP \ 
The first term on the right-hand side of (1 ) gives the change of the electron 
distribution due to the external electric field E (e being the electron charge, 
m its mass and k its momentum), the second term describes the change of 
/e due to the collision of the electrons with the phonons of the lattice. 
Equation (2) for the phonon distribution fP{q), {q being the phonon wave 
vector) assumes that there is no direct effect of the external field and the 
phonons are only driven out from equilibrium via their collisions with the 
electrons. In the steady state case, the left-hand side term of (1) vanishes 
and the r.h.s. terms show that the effect of the external field is counter­
balanced by the electron phonon collisions. By solving equation (1) and 
retaining only terms linear in the electric field, one takes for fe(k) in the first 
r.h.s. term of (1) the unperturbed Fermi-Dirac distribution Д(£) while the 
collision term is calculated usually by second order perturbation theory. 
The collision term in eq. (2) for phonons is evaluated in the same manner. 
As a result one obtains the well known Boltzmann equations for electrons 
and phonons1), which are of second order in the electron-phonon coupling 
/.q. The approach just described may be subject to several critics1)2). 
A first weakness is the treatment of the collision terms in eq. (1) and 
(2). The transition probabilities needed therefore are derived by means of 
lowest order time dependent perturbation theory which is only correct for 
sufficiently short time intervals At. The use of the time independent tran-
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sition probabilities at any time t in the collision term is then made plausible 
by arguments involving randomization of phases and assumptions about 
the duration of the collisions. In particular, one assumes that the duration 
of a collision is shorter than the time between successive collisions. In 
connexion with the latter approximation, we are led to consider another 
difficulty of the usual Boltzmann equation. By writing down eq. (1), one 
assumes that the collision term is not influenced by the external field, in 
other words, the external field is considered to act only on particles which 
propagate freely in between collisions, and one neglects the action of the 
field during the collisions. 
In order to avoid the previously mentioned difficulties and to give a more 
correct treatment of transport phenomena, one has to start from other 
basic expressions than eq. (1) and (2). 
A general formula describing the response of a system to an external 
perturbation, has been given by K u b o 3 ) . His treatment is based on the 
consideration of the change due to the external field, of the density matrix 
of the system. 
If the external perturbation is sufficiently weak, one is allowed to consider 
only the linear response function which can be expressed in terms of a 
two time correlation function. In particular, the electrical conductivity is 
written as a two currents correlation function. This type of Kubo formula 
was used by C h e s t e r and T h e l l u n g 4 ) and also by V e r b o v e n 5 ) in con­
sidering transport phenomena for the case of electron-impurity scattering. 
The same problem was studied by К oh η and L u t t i n g e r 6 ) by a different 
approach, based on the one electron density matrix. In all these investi­
gations, the situation was considerably simplified by the fact that one was 
allowed to consider only one electron interacting with a system of randomly 
distributed static impurities. 
In the case of electron-phonon scattering, the situation is more complicated. 
One deals with a real many body problem and the techniques used in the 
previous papers are less convenient. 
In the last years, field theoretical methods have been applied with great 
success in solid state physics and in statistical mechanics. The Green's 
function (or propagator) techniques revealed to be the most powerful and 
effective method, applicable to both equilibrium and transport problems 
in statistical physics7). 
In chapter II of the present study, we don't consider the Kubo formula 
in its usual form, but we start from an expression which appears already in 
an early stage of the derivation of Kubo's formula. This permits to write 
directly the electrical conductivity in terms of the Fourier transform of a 
retarded Green's function Gfc. This Green's function can be interpreted as 
the change, due to the applied external field, of the electron distribution; 
it plays the role of the deviation (linear in E) of the function / | in the usual 
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Boltzmann equation (1) with respect to its equilibrium value /¡¡(ft). Starting 
from such a "simple" Geen's function Gfc, and applying then the equation 
of motion method for Green's function, we construct the hierarchy of G.F. 
involving mixed electron-phonon G.F. of increasing order. As is known from 
the general theory, one has to truncate the hierarchy by some approximation 
method. In our problem we close at once the hierarchy by the so called 
decoupling techniques, a method first applied by B o g o l j u b o v and 
T y a b l i k o v 7 ) 8 ) and inspired from classical statistical mechanics. In this 
way, we obtain a linear integral equation for Gk involving also Dq, the 
deviation from equilibrium of the phonon distribution. The latter effect, 
which comesout naturally in our calculations, is usually known as phonon drag. 
The Green's function Dq satisfies in turn an integral equation which con-
tains also Gk. In the case of a static electric field, our system of two coupled 
integral equations is equivalent to a linearized version of the Bloch-Boltz-
mann equations for both electrons and phonons including phonon drag 
terms1). The inhomogeneous term in the equation for Gk is identical with 
the usual streaming term of the Boltzmann equation while the homo-
geneous part corresponds to the collision term and is of second order in the 
electron-phonon coupling λ4. This shows claerly that the separation between 
streaming and collision, as made in eq. (1), is justified in lowest order of the 
electron-phonon interaction. The last sections of chapter II are devoted 
to the discussion of conservation laws for energy, total momentum and 
number of electrons. The conservation laws are given as well for the exact 
kinetic equations (to any order in the electron-phonon coupling) as well as 
for the kinetic equations obtained after decoupling. In the absence of 
"Umklapprozesse", the total momentum is a conserved quantity and the 
electrical conductivity becomes infinite. This is a well known consequence 
of the phonon drag 1 ). Finally, kinetic equations are given by including 
"Umklapprozesse". It is then shown how the conservation laws are modified 
and therefore the electrical conductivity remains finite. 
The following chapter is an extension to higher order in the electron-
phonon coupling. At first the hierarchy of Green's functions is developed to 
fourth order. Decoupling at this stage yields again the results of order Д^  
given in chapter II and additional terms which are of higher order (A*) in the 
electron-phonon interaction. Two main classes of corrections are obtained. 
First there are the collision term corrections (order A*) which are given 
by the homogeneous part of the integral equation. Here again one may 
distinguish between two groups. A first part of terms, which are build up 
form products of lowest order matrix elements, takes into account the re-
normalization of the electron and phonon energies and corrections to the 
transition probabilities. The remaining part of collision term corrections 
contains mixed electron-phonon density matrices, taking into account corre­
lation effects specific to the many body character of the system. 
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The second class of corrections is of entirely different nature and merits 
special interest. Indeed, in the equation for the electron Green's function 
Gk one obtains in addition to the usual streaming term, mentioned in the 
previous chapter, a whole class of terms which may be seen as arising from 
interference between steaming and collision. These terms belong to the 
inhomogeneous part of the integral equation and are proportional to the 
external perturbation, they would not exist in absence of the external 
perturbation (for instance in a system which relaxes to equilibrium). On the 
other hand, they are also proportional to the electron-phonon interaction 
(in our case of order λ^), and contain other factors arising from collision. 
These interference terms are due to the action of the electric field during 
collisions. Here the particles are no longer seen as propagating freely in 
between instantaneous collisions. Contributions of the same nature appear 
also in the kinetic equation for phonons which is generally (in lowest order 
considered without streaming term. Our results show that the sheme given 
by eq. (1) and (2) is justified only in lowest order in the particle interaction 
and that it breaks down in a more correct formulation of transport pheno­
mena. 
Chapters II and I II are published as separate articles in Physica, Physica 
30, 410 (1964) and 2194 (1964). 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s . The author is greatly indebted to Dr. J . M. J . 
V a n L e e u w e n for the very pleasant collaboration in the first part of this 
work and for useful suggestions and comments. 
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CHAPTER II 
G R E E N ' S FUNCTION A P P R O A C H TO ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITY AND PHONON DRAG 
Synopsis 
The К u b o expression for the frequency dependent electrical conductivity σ(ω) of 
a system of electrons interacting with phonons by the Fröhlich Hamiltonian, is 
studied by many body Green's function theory. The contributions of lowest order 
in the electron-phonon coupling to σ(ω) are obtained by deriving equations of motion 
for Green's functions and applying decoupling techniques They have to be calculated 
from the solution of a set of two coupled kinetic equations for both the electron and 
the phonon distribution functions in which the so called phonon drag appears in a 
natural way. In the particular case of a static electrical field (ω = 0), the set of equa­
tions reduces to two linearized Boltzmann equations. As a consequence of the phonon 
drag terms (being of lowest order m the coupling), this set has no finite solution, 
"Umklapprozesse" being neglected. The static electrical conductivity tensor then 
becomes infinite. Furthermore it is stressed that the phonon drag occurs also in the 
case of the low electron density limit If one considers Umklapprozesse, supplementary 
terms appear in the kinetic equations, which prevent the electric conductivity to 
become infinite for zero frequency. 
1. Introduction. The calculation of the electrical conductivity of electrons 
in crystalline solids has obtained a renewed attention since the work of 
Kubo 1 ), who derived expressions of great generality for the linear response 
of a system to an external perturbation. Although the Kubo expression 
for the conductivity is well defined, its calculation is by no means straight­
forward. In the case where the resistance is due to the scattering of the 
electrons by static impurities, the Kubo expression can be reduced to a 
one electron formula. Starting from this point of view, Verboven 2) could 
give a development of the electrical conductivity tensor in powers of the 
electron-impurity coupling. On the other hand, if one considers the case 
where the electrons are scattered by the lattice waves (phonons), the situ­
ation becomes more complicated. Here the motion of one electron cannot 
be separated from the others because of their mutual interaction through 
the phonon field, and thus one has to deal with a real many body problem. 
The electrical conductivity of a system of electrons and phonons described 
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by the Fröhlich Hamiltonian has recently been investigated by F u j i t a and 
Abe 3 ) . Using a diagram representation for the real time Green's functions, 
these authors calculate in a systematic way the lowest order contribution 
to the static electrical consductivity tensor. The conductivity follows from 
the solution of an integral equation of the same type as one would obtain 
from a linearized Boltzmann theory. 
To our opinion, however, this treatment is incomplete because the in-
duced deviation of the phonon distribution (phonon drag), which is also 
a lowest order effect, is not taken into account. In this chapter we 
show the importance of this effect for a systematic calculation of the elec-
trical conductivity in powers of the electron-phonon coupling. I t turns out 
that we have to calculate the conductivity from a coupled set of linear 
kinetic equations for the deviation from equilibrium of both the electron 
and the phonon distribution functions. The calculations are made for an 
external electric field of frequency ω. For the case ω = 0, the results are 
in agreement with the linearized Boltzmann equations derived in the con­
ventional way and also derived by L a n g 4 ) using techniques developed by 
K o h n and L u t t i n g e r 5 ) . 
We start (section 2) from a Kubo formula which leads immediately to 
the concept of a retarded Green's function, determining the deviation from 
equilibrium of the one electron distribution function. In section 3 this 
Green's functions is studied by deriving the equations of motion for the 
Green's functions, in which lower order Green's functions are expressed in 
terms of higher order Green's functions. These higher order Green's 
functions are decoupled by expressing them in terms of lower order ones 
(section 4) and so we get a system of two coupled linear kinetic equations. In 
section 5 the conservation of electron number, total momentum and energy 
are considered. It is stressed that the conductivity becomes infinite for zero 
frequency if one does not take into account the so called Umklapprozesse. 
Finally the kinetic equations are derived by including Umklapprozesse 
(section 6). 
2. Formulation of the problem. Since the fundamental paper of K u b o 1 ) , 
it is known that quantities which characterize the linear response of a 
system to an external perturbation, are given by expressions containing 
only averages over the unperturbed ensemble. In particular for the elec­
trical conductivity which appears as the Unear response coefficient with 
respect to an electric field, there exist many equivalent expressions, ob­
tained after more or less complicated manipulations. For our purpose it is 
most convenient to start from an expression which appears already in an 
early stage of the derivation of Kubo's formula 6) 7). We shall briefly recall 
some details on this point. 
Let the ensemble, characterized by the Hamiltonian Ж, be initially in 
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equilibrium. At a time t = — oo, an external perturbation Δ Ж is switched 
on, given by the expression 
АЖ = — A exp (—ia>t + εή^ι. (2.1) 
Here A is the amplitude of the external field of frequency ω and fé'i describes 
the coupling between the ensemble and the external perturbation. The 
deviation ACtf^t', of the average value of an operator ^г at time t', due to 
the perturbation, is then to first order in A given by 
+00 
A<&2>t· = iA ƒ dt θ(ί'-ί) <[«,2(П. Щ*)1> е х Р (-го* + εί)· (2-2) 
—oo 
θ (f—t) is the usual step function being 0 for t'< t and 1 for t'> t, the bracket 
< > denotes an average value with respect to the equilibrium ensemble i.e. 
without external perturbation. The operators ^2^') and Ήχψ) are written 
in Heisenberg representation with respect to the Hamiltonian Ж1. Let us 
consider expression (2.2) at time t' = 0. From (2.2) it is then easy to obtain 
the following formula 
/KÍPs^'-o = iA fdt 0(0 <[#2(ί), #і(0)]>ехр {ioot - et). (2.3) 
—00 
At this point it is convenient to introduce the notion of a retarded Green's 
function for two operators ^2 and fé'i (for more details see ref. 6) : 
«^2; «Ί>ι = -i0(t) <[«'2(/), «i(0)]>. (2.4) 
If we define the Fourier transform of (2.4) by 
+00 
««'г ; «Ί>« = -^- ƒ di «^2 ; «Ί>« exp [mt), (2.5) 
—00 
equation (2.3) becomes 
Δ <?2>r~o = -2лА <?2 ; ^ і» ш + { е . (2.6) 
The expression 
Ζ*,, т.«-' = - 2 " « ^ ; ^ і»
ш + і е (2.7) 
is usually called the complex admittance. Formulas (2.1), (2.7) are quite 
general and not restricted to a specific system. 
For our particular problem of electrons in a crystal, the system is de­
scribed by the Fröhlich Hamiltonian 
Ж = ΣEìc alak + Σ ωβφβ + Σ к a^a^bg + blq). (2.8) 
к q к, g 
Here al, αχ, are the creation and annihilation operators for an electron in 
the state \ky, E^ is the kinetic energy of a free electron while 6*, bq and toff 
are the corresponding quantities for phonons (# = 1). The summation over 
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q runs over the first Brillouin zone, while the k- sum runs over the whole 
momentum space. The function Ag with the property λ9 = Я_д determines 
the coupling between electrons and phonons. In the case of electrical 
conductivity, the external perturbation is given by an electric field 
E exp (—ioit + et) of frequency ω. The perturbation Hamiltonian AS^f 
has the form 
АЖ = — E-e S> exp (—iœt + et) (2.9) 
where e Si is the total dipole moment of the system, e being the one electron 
charge, while the »>-th component of S is given by 
S , = ƒ rv tpf(r) y>(r) dr. (2.10) 
The operators y)*(r) are related to the a^ by 
VW = Σ β*<»Ί*>. ψ4') = Σ 4<k\r>, (2.11) 
*: к 
where (r\ky is the wave function of the state |A>. We see that e S plays the 
role of the operator "^i while the operator fé^ is here the current β. The latter 
is an additive operator and we write its μ-tb component in the form 
Λ = Σ (ƒ*)* «¡a*· (2.12) 
к 
Here (jic)ß is the μ-th component of the one electron current operator which 
is diagonal in the ¿-representation. The admittance now corresponds to the 
electric conductivity tensor σ
βτ
(ω) given by 
< V H = - - у - </μ ; # , > . + * (2.13) 
(V is the volume of the system). 
By inserting (2.12) into (2.13) one obtains 
σμν(ω) = - - — Σ {J ь),. « ¿ Я ; ^ » ω + „. (2.14) 
У к 
The interpretation of the function ^a^i/c', ®»^
ω +,· ε follows from (2.6) when 
we take for ^2 the operator «¿«jt giving the distribution of the electrons in 
the state \k>. So we have for the deviation Δ <я£ал>г=о of the average elec­
tron distribution according to (2.6) 
4<βία*>
ί
.-ο = -TneE-laJflf, 0 »
ш + І £ (2.15) 






ш+іе has to be found from a Boltzmann equation linearized in 
the external field. 
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3. The equations of motion. By differentiating the Green's function defined 
by (2.4) with respect to t we get the following equation of motion: 
i — «^з; « Ί ) , = 0(0 <.[<g2{t), «'1(i)]> + « [ ^ , Ж] ; « Ί ^ . (3.1) 
di 
Here J f is the Hamiltonian without the external perturbation Δ Ж. In 
terms of Fourier transforms, (3.1) becomes 
ω«^2 ; « Ί > · = 4 - <^2, «Ί]> + <\?г. Ж] ; ^ »«,. (3.2) 
2π 
In our particular problem, this yields for ^я^а^; ^ >
ω + ί £ : 
(ω + ¿e) ««¡«fc; »,»„+„ = — <[a¡«fc) ^ ] > -f <[«!«*, JT]; ® »
ш + і е (3.3) 
with Ж given by (2.8). In virtue of the anticommutation rules for the fer-
mion operators я*, а^, the following relations hold: 
[al Ж] = -Etal - Σ λ« al+q(bg + blq) 
β 
[akl Ж] = + Екак + Σ Яв ак-й{Ъа + Ы ). 
(3.4) 
Inserting (3.4) into (3.3), one obtains : 
(ω + ie) lalak; 2>^ш+и = — <[o¡a*, @v]> + 
+ Σλ« €4^-ç(b<, + blq) ; S9ym+U - Σ>-а«4 + М Ь ч + V-q) · 9>>ш+иг (3.5) 
я ч 
By introducing the following definitions: 
Gk(œ + ίε) = ««¡я
А
; ^ »
ш + і ( ! 
eq. (2.1 ) may be written as 
(ω + »e) G*(o> + ¿ε) = — - <[e¡e*> »,]> + Σ ^ [ G ^
 А
_9(«+г'е) + 
+ GÌ, *-«(*> + «) - Gk+q, *(ω + «) - G¿;gj ,(ω + ¿ε)]. (3.7) 
We remark that the Green's functions on the right hand side contain one 
*) One has the relation Gp I j pa(<u + is) = — Ορ2( ρ^ — ω + ¿e), where G* denotes the complex 
conjugate of G. 
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bq or 61 more than the original Green's function G^m + ie). For each of 
these higher order Green's functions we may derive again an equation of 
motion as for instance 
(ω + ie) Gkt k_g(co + ie) = 
= -^ <Wkak-qbqi »,]> + i\_alak-qbq, j f ] ; ® , > e + < f . (3.8) 
From the commutation rules of the Bose operators bq and 6 ,^ it follows that 
[bq, &Γ\ = ojgbq + Σ h al aie (3.9) 
[b¡, MT = -œqbfg - Σ ь+,«*· 
к 
By using (3.4) and (3.9), we get from eq. (3.7) : 
(to + ie + Ek — Ek-q — ωβ) Gktìc_g(a> + ¿ε) = —— <[я£а*_с6д( @,]> — 




+ Σ Я,, ««Χ_
β
_
β1(6βι + ölJ6g; @,»ш+г, + 
9ι 
+ Σ λς €cilak-qal^qak' ; ® ν »
ω + ώ . (3.10) 
Α' 
In an analoguous way we find 
(ω + ie + Ek — Ek-q + coq) G%k (ω + ie) = —— <[я^я*-в61 ®r]> — 
¿71 
- Σ V « « ¡ + A ^ ^g>fc_,6lg; ®,>e+ii + 
91 
91 




By changing in (3.10) and (ЗЛ\) к -> (k -\- q) and (k — q) -*• k, we obtain 
directly the corresponding equations of motion for Gjç+q, ¿(ω + ie) and 
G¿"+5
 Λ
(ω + ie). Here again we have thus expressed the Green's functions 
on the left hand side by means of higher order Green's functions on the 
right hand side. Now we could go further and write the latter Green's 
function again in terms of higher order ones and so on; generally speaking 
we would obtain a chain of coupled integral equations, each Green's func­
tion of order η being expressed by means of Green's function of order 
и + 1 (η being the total number of creation and annihilation operators on 
the left hand side of the Green's function). In order to deal with this chain 
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of equations one has to establish an expression of the higher order Green's 
functions in terms of the lower order ones. 
4. Derivation of the kinetic equations. Following a method also used in 
the article of Zu b a r e ν 7 ) , we break off the chain of equations by decoupling, 
i.e. we express in a well defined way the w-th order Green's functions in 
terms of lower order ones. This decoupling process is of course an approxi­
mation the meaning of which is not immediately transparent. I t becomes 
• more clear by the following reasoning. As already remarked, ^я^я^; ^ | >
ш + { с 
is the linear correction (due to the electric field) to the equilibrium value 
of the electron density <a¿ajfc> = п^. Similarly, the Green's function 
^Ok+qfib-Q^-qfiq', ®сХ-не i s the correction to the equilibrium value of the 
more complicated distribution function <«ί+9ι«ί:-?δ13ιδ?>· This higher 
order distribution function may be written as 
<al+qak-qbtqibqy = <al+qxak-qy <blqibq> + correction terms, (4.1) 
where the correction terms are of higher order in the electron phonon coup-
ling Ag. Now perturbing (4.1) by an electric field E exp (—icot + et), we 




= ««L9«fc-?; ®»>-Ti. <blqbqy + <al+gak-gy « δ V e ! ^ » + - = 
= ôq+qi{((al_qak-q; ® , >
и + і . vq + nk-q (b¡bq; ® , » β + ie} + ... (4.2) 
The first term is the contribution due to the perturbation of the electron 
distribution at a constant phonon distribution vq, while the second term 
is the contribution due to the perturbation of the phonon distribution at a 
constant electron distribution nie-q. The correction term may be discussed 
by decoupling in a higher order stage of the hierarchy as will be done in 
the next chapter. We note that also the terms with bb or ¿>+δ+ as for 
instance ^l+qfiqfik-qb^, ®vX,+iea.re of higher order in the electron phonon 
coupling kq. In the order considered here, they may be omitted. So in lowest 
order we have to consider only Green's functions in which the я'з and b's can 
be grouped into pairs of a creation and an annihilation operator i.e. a^a and 
Ъ . 
The last Green's function on the right hand side of eq. (3.10) contains 
four fermion operators, the corresponding distribution function 
<я^яя;_дЯ^_9Яі'> may be written as: 
<alak-q al'-qak'> = ó«+o<«2«fc> (al-ajci + а*-*'<л£«*><л*-ва£_д> + ·.· (4.3) 
Here the first term of the right hand side is zero except for q = 0. In this 
case however the factor Я
д
 in eq. (3.10) which stands in front of the corre­
sponding Green's function is zero, and thus the first term of the right hand 
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side of (4.3) does not contribute. Therefore we have to consider only the 
deviation from equilibrium of the second term of the right hand side of 
eq. (4.3) and this may be written as: 
= <5fc-fc'{(l-Wfc-g) ««£«*; ^ Х ^ Й - И к С « * - « « * - « ; ^"»ш+гЛ· ( 4 · 5 ) 
With the use of eq. (4.2), and (4.4), eq. (3.10) becomes 
(ω + ie + Ek — Ek-q — ω9) Gktk-q{œ + ie) = — - <[я^в*-вов, ®,]> — 
— h{{v<i -г «*) Gk-q{<o -r ¿ε) — (1 + vq — nk-g) Gk(œ + ie) — 
— (η¡e — Піс-д) Dq((0 + ie)} (4.5) 
where Dg (ω + *е) is defined by 
0 9 ( ω + ie) = « δ ^ ; ^ » ш И , (4.6) 
In the similar way, eq. (3.11) is found to be 
(ω + ie + Ek — Ek-q + ω9) G¿" k_ (ω + ¿ε) = — - <[a¡afc-<re-í, &>v\> — 
271 
—Д9{(1 + vq — nk) Ск-д{а) + ie) — (vq -f и*_в) Gt(a> + г'е) — 
— (nk — nk-q) D-q((o + te)} (4.7) 
With respect to the Green's functions Gk+qik(co -\- ie) and G£+g¡ k(cû + ге) 
we remark that if a Green's function transforms into another one by changing 
k -» (k -j- q) and (k — q) -»• A, their expressions, obtained from the de­
coupling approximation, transform also into each other by the same change 
of variables. Thus from eqs. (4.5) and (4.7) we obtain immediately by 
changing k -> {k -\- q) and {k — q) -> k the corresponding equations for 
Gk+q,k{(o + ie) and G¿+qik(cü + ie). 
Now all higher order Green's functions which occur in the right hand 
side of eq. (3.8) are replaced by the expressions obtained from eqs. (4.5), 
(4.7) and thus we get an equation which contains only Gk(a> -\- ie) and 
Dg(ft> + ге) : 
(ω + ie) Gk(œ + ie) = + - ^ - - ^ - + Σ { [ № + > + «) + 
+ W»\+q(œ + ie)] Gk(œ - ie) - [W^q¡k(w + ie) + 
+ Wi2^
 k(œ + ie)] Gk+q(a> + ie) + 
+ WPk+g(o + ie) 0_
β
(ω + ie) - W™Q¡k(m + ie) Dq{a> + ie)}. (4.8) 
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Here the first term on the right hand side comes from 
<[a¡a*, @r]> = - ^ , (4.9) 
a result which is proved by elementary quantum mechanics. The quantities 
WW, WW and WW are defined by (q = ki - ¿2) : 
W £
 faH = Ki 1 + "β - « J d(£ fcl - £ b - ω,, ω) (4.10) 
WgJ h H = ^ ( ^ + « J d(£fc2 - £ t l - ω9, ω) (4.11) 
W g ? * » = ^ K - » J d(£ f a - £*, - ω,, ω) (4.12) 
where à(X, ω) is given by 
A(X, ω) = — 1 -γ-—· (4-13) 
For ω = ¿ε, the last relation reduces to a <5-function representation: 
à{X, ie) = — i - . - - - Д — = -Ini δ(Χ). (4.14) 
л + ιε Χ — te 
In eq. (4.8), the quantities WW, (г = 1, 2, 3) are of second order in XQ. 
This follows from the fact that we did already break off the chain in eqs. 
(3.10), (3.11). If we had developed our system of equations of motion further, 
we would be led to decouple Green's functions of higher order than those 
occurring in eqs. (3.10), (3.11). Their decoupling would give again the result 
we did obtain, plus additional terms which are of order A*, A^ , ... etc. 
We remark also that we did not take into account contributions arising 
from terms like <[я^ ЯЕ_д&
г
, ®,,]> i.e. the commutators, on the right hand side, 
of eqs. (4.5), (4.7). We shall show in the following chapter that these contri­
butions are of higher order in Xq and therefore corrections to dnjcjdkv. Thus it is 
clear that eq. (4.8) is an approximation, correct only in lowest order i.e. 
А|, but at this stage the functions Dg(co -+- ¿ε) a r e already present. These 
contributions come from the last terms on the right hand side of eq. (4.2), 
they are due to the perturbation of the phonon distribution function. 
Let us now examine the function Dq(a> -\- ie) in more detail. From the 
equation of motion (3.2) and the commutation relations (3.9), we get 
(ω + ie) Dg(a> + ie) = 0 - Σ λ, Gk+<1, к(а> + ie) + Σ h Gì-*, *(«>+*'*). (4.15) 
к к 
The equations for G t + g j ¿(ω + ie) and С^_ві Λ(ω + ie) are of the same type 
as eqs. (4.5), (4.7) and may be obtained from the latter by changing the 
arguments. Inserting the values thus obtained for С^+д, ¿(ω + ie) and 
13 
Gk-q, Αω + ί ε ) i n t o еЧ· (4-15), yields 
(ω + ie) D f f (ω + ¿ε) = 
Σ
Γ 5 1. 
fc L ω + £fc+? — -Efc — ω, + г'е J 
•[(ve+»jfc+e)GA;(û>+ie) — (1+"« — «Α;)^4-
ρ
(ωΗ-ΐ'ε) — {nk+q—ик)Бв(ш+гс)] + 
^
Σ
Γ S Ί. 
·[("«+»*) Git-eí«»+*'«) — (1+VÎ—«*-í)Gfc((u + t'e) — («fc—Wfc-^Dgiw+î'e).] 
(4.16) 
This equation has been obtained under the same conditions as eq. (4.8). By 
replacing in the last sum (k — q) by k and k by (k -\- q), eq. (4.16) may be 
written as: 
(ω + ie) Dg(<o + is) = Σ Μ % - β ( ω + « ) G * ( Û > + * F ) -
П
1
^ . *(">+«) Gk+Q(œ+is)-Wi3lqt
 к
(ш+іе)Од(ш+іе)} (4.17) 
Eq. (4.8) together with (4.17) constitutes a set of two coupled linear integral 
equations for the deviations from equilibrium Gk and Dq of the electron 
and the phonon distribution. By the two last terms of the right hand side 
of (4.8) and the two first terms of the right hand side of (4.17) the deviations 
G* and Dq are coupled to each other. Therefore they are also of the same 
order in the coupling for ω = 0 i.e. of order λ~2. For ω = 0, both the left 
hand sides of (4.8) and (4.17) vanish and so in (4.8) G* (and/or Dq) has to be 
of order λ~2 in order to compensate dnk¡dk which is of order X0q. Then it 
follows from (4.17) that also Dq{Gk) is of order λ'2. Thus the occurrence 
of the two last terms on the right hand side of (4.8) is for ω = 0 not an 
higher order effect; they have to be taken into account for the evaluation 
of the static electrical conductivity in the lowest order in the coupling. 
A posteriori this is the reason that we have retained only the Green's 
functions G]c and Dq in the decoupling process and dropped out all other 
Green's functions as for instance ^i}qb-q\ Ο ν > ω . In the equation of motion 
for ^bqb-q-, Dr>û, the left hand side does not vanish for ω = 0 (since bqb-q 
does not commute with the free Hamiltonian, like «¿a* and b^bq do) and this 
shows that ^bqb-q; у is of order л" for ω = 0. 
For ω = 0 we can compare equations (4.8) and (4.17) with the usual 
Boltzmann equations for the electron and the phonon distribution func­
tions fe and /P. For a stationary state in a static electric field, the Boltzmann 
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equations may be written as : 
о _ Ш
 +(гГ) 
\ dt /coli. V dt / 
»-i—) 
\ 8t /coll. 
str. 
(4.18) 
where the collision and the streaming rates of change read 8 ) 9 ) (in our no­
tation and without spin) : 
eE. On 
dk 
к (HL) _ -
\ dt /etr . 
(^-) = Σ 2л X¡q ô(Ek+q-Ek-<oq) [(1 + # ) / £ + β ( 1 - £ ) - # /S(l - / £ + „ ) ] -
\ Ol / coll. g 
- Е 2 « Д 2 Л ( Я * ^ - £ * + а »
в
) [ ( 1 + / і
д
) / « ( 1 - / | + в ) - / ^ т в ( 1 - / · ) ] , 
4 
( ^ ) = Σ2πΑ^(£
Λ + ΐ-£,-ω,) [ О + ^ / ^ О - ^ - д а - / ^ ) ] . 
\ Oí /coll. fc 
(4.19) 
According to eq. (2.15) we have the relations: 




^ = v < r - 2 í » ! E - D e i 
within the terms linear in the electric field. Inserting (4.20) and (4.19) into 
(4.18) and coUecting the terms proportional to the electric field E, exactly 
gives equations (4.8) and (4.17) for ω = 0. Thus (4.8) and (4.17) are the 
Boltzmann equations for the electron and phonon distribution induced by 
the electric field and the electron-phonon coupling (phonon drag). The 
latter has not been taken into account by F u j i t a 3 ) . Even in the case of 
low electron density и^ this phonon drag persists in lowest order in A
e 
although the coupling between G^ and D g is proportional to п^ in (4.8). 
When solving О
г
 with respect to Gjt from (4.17) (as is possible in this order) 
Ό
α
(ω + ¿ε) = 
Σ [ П % + > + ^ ) <?*(<» -f «)-Wñ!e. *(*>-!-«) Gfc+9(û^)] 
— JL (4 21Ì 
ω
 + ,-
ε + ΣΗ™β > 4(ω + «0 l ' ; 
к 
it follows for ω = 0 that Dq is proportional to (wjt)-1 and thus even for small 
«A: the two last terms (phonon drag) on the right hand side in (4.8) may not 
be neglected as has been done by Z u b a r e v 7 ) . 
In this case of static field, the occurrence of phonon drag has very drastic 
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consequences: if one neglects "Umklapprozesse" (as is done in this section), 
the static electrical conductivity becomes infinite, as shall be outlined in 
the next section. This follows from the fact that for ω = 0, the set of coupled 
integral equations (4.8) and (4.17) has no finite solution G^. 
5. Conservation laws. Generally speaking, let us suppose that the operator 
•^ г which we considered in section 2 commutes with the Hamiltonian Ж 
of the unperturbed system, in other words, the physical quantity corre­
sponding to #2 is conserved in absence of external perturbation. Then the 
Green's function C^a; ^il^t defined by (2.4) becomes 
<№; «Ί>ί = -Щ) <[«'2(o), «Ί(θ)]> (5.i) 
and eq. (2.6) may be written as 
Л < * 8 > г = о = - 2 π Λ «íía; « Ί » ω + « =
 Л < [ У
' '
У 1 ] >
. (5.2) 
ω + ιε 
Formula (5.2) shows that the linear response of a quantity which is con­
served in the absence of an external field becomes infinite for ω = 0 un­
less the average value of the commutator i.e. <[(^2. ^ i ] ) vanishes. 
With respect to our particular problem when the unperturbed system 
is described by the Fröhlich Hamiltonian (2.8), while Δ Ж is given by eq. 
(2.9), we have the following conserved quantities: 
•^ = Σ «¡я* 
к 
SP = Σ kalak + Σ qblbq (5.3) 
к q 
^=Σ Etalât + Σ <»gb¡bq + Σ V ^ t - e P e + b-g) 
к q к, q 
referring to the number of electrons, the total (quasi-) momentum of the 
electron-phonon system and the total energy of the system. As regards 
the conservation of the total momentum, one has to neglect the so called 
"Umklapprozesse" as we did in the foregoing. For the averages of the com­
mutators of these conserved quantities with the totale dipole moment 
^ ( ® plays the role of ^ i ) of the system, one finds 
<[jr, S>]> = <0> = 0 
<[&>, ®]> = iW> = + iNI, {IßV = δ
βν
) (5.4) 
<[jr, ®]> = »<âb = — Σ *<e¡e*> = о 
m к 
where m is the one electron mass and N the total electron number. 
So one observes that the linear response for the number of electrons and 








 = — , (5.5) 
ω -f- ге 
which becomes infinite for ω -*• 0. 
The conservation laws may also be formulated in terms of the Green's 
functions Gfc(cu + ie), Ό9(ω + ιέ) and Ο^^^ω + ΐ'ε) defined in eqs. (3.6) 
and (4.6). By inserting expressions (5.3) into (5.2) where ^ Ί = в!, we obtain 
the following relations 
Σ Gfc(a> + ie) = 0, 
к 








[σ* > * + ί (ω+«)+σ+ 4 + β (ω+*·β)]=0. 
А; 9 A, q 
So it follows that for ω -*• 0, either Σ kGido) + ге) or Σ <lDq(œ + ie) 
к g 
must tend to infinity or both. But inspecting the kinetic equations (4.8) 
and (4.17) one concludes that both Σ G (ω + ie) and Σ çDq(œ -\- ie) must 
к q 
tend to infinity f or ω ->• 0 because they are interrelated by the phonon drag 
terms. 
It should be stressed that the relations (5.6) which were derived from 
the conservation laws (5.4), also follow from the kinetic equations, i.e. in 
the kinetic equations, the conservation laws are included. For the exact 
kinetic equations (i.e. to any order) this is obvious. However it turns out 
to be the case also for the approximate kinetic equations (4.8) and (4.17) 
which were derived in section 4 by the decoupling technique. 
The conservation of the number of electrons is merely a consequence of 
the symmetry between G¡¿l_q((o + ie) and Gj^.' ¿(ω + ie) in (3.7) as one 
sees from summing (3.7) over k and changing (k -\- q) -> k for the two last 
terms. As already stated, this symmetry remains also after the decoupling 
process. 
The conservation of total momentum results from the same symmetry 
in (3.7) and the changes of variables together with the use of eq. (4.15). 
The conservation of energy follows from the same properties of (3.7) 
and (4.15) in addition with the relation 
Σ (ω+ίε+Ejfc—E k - q —ω,) Gktlc-q(œ+ie) + Y1{œ+ie+Ek—Ek-q+œq) · 
к к 
Gk,k-g(œ+ie)= — - Σ <[(βία*-Α+«ίβ*-βδ1«). ®ν]> = 0 (5.7) 
Ζπ
 k 
which is obtained by adding eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) and which clearly also 
holds after decoupling of the right hand side terms of eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). 
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Moreover, for ω = 0 one has in lowest order the conservation law: 
Σ EkGk(ie) + Σ o>qDq{ie) = 0 (5.8) 
к q 
since the last two terms in the last equation of (5.6) are of higher order in 
Xq. One verifies that (5.8) also follows from the lowest order Boltzmann 
equations (4.8) and (4.17) (for ω = 0). 
6. Umklapprozesse. All calculations of the foregoing sections 3, 4 have 
been made with the use of the Hamiltonian (2.8), the interaction term of 
which describes only "Normalprozesse". In the present section we give the 
derivation of the kinetic equations including Umklapprozesse. The Ha­
miltonian of the electron-phonon-system reads now : 
¿ f " = Σ Ек ajflk + Σ cogbfig + Σ A« <+Q+g ak{bq + blq) (6.1) 
к q q, к, о 
where the sum over g runs over the reciprocal lattice. For g = 0, (6.1) re­
duces to (2.8). (In (6.1) we do not consider explicitly the phonon polarisations 
but a summation thereover does not introduce any essential change of our 
formalism). 
We briefly sketch the different steps of the calculation. Instead of (3.5) 
one gets the following equation of motion for the Green's function 
(ω + ie) «aje*; »,>„,+<. = -_-- <[a£a*, £>,]> + 
+ Σ Я, (alak-q-g{bq + blq); &,ym+it -
q, a 
- Σ Я, <(al+q+aak(bq + Ыд) ; »,>,._„. (6.2) 
s. с 
The equations of motion of the higher order Green's functions have also 
to be modified, e.g. (3.11) becomes: 
(ω + гв+Е
к
—Ek-q-g—a>g) ialak-q-gbq; ^г»ш 4. І £ = — <[alak-q-gbq, SV]> + 
+ Σ λ9ι « β Χ - , - , - β , - , β * + iï_qi)bq; ®,»ω+,, -
αι. о' 
- Σ V «+вг + А
Ъ<и + Ь-Я,)а*-Г*Ь^ ^>Уш
 + и + 
ai, о' 
+ Σ Яд lalak-q-gal.ak'+q+g-; @ Уш+и. (6.3) 
к', g' 
The higher order Green's functions on the right hand side of eq. (6.3) are 
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decoupled as follows: 
i l » ' 
= W?q Σ (al_q+g.ak-q-g; 9ry + Σ ^І-^^к-ц-яУЩ^; ^ » ] = 
g' <i' 
= ^q[vgial_q_eak.q-e; 9J> + W f c - a _ f f « 6 ^ ; ®9y\ + 
-|- terms of higher order in Я
д
. (6.4) 
Here we did use the fact that «a^_g+(7,afc_5_ff; @,>, <al_qi_g.aic-q-g> with 
g' # — g are of higher order in kq compared to iial_q__0aic-q~g·, ©»>, 
<a]
c
_q_gajc-q-gy. This follows directly from the fact that for ω = 0, the left 
hand side term of the equation of motion for ^al_q_gaic-q~g ; £^v> 
vanishes while this is not the case for ^«¿_e+r;,afc_?_(,; S>ry (cf. also sect. 4). 
Decoupling in a similar way also the other Green's functions on the right 
hand side of (6.3), one obtains in lowest order in kq: 
(ω + ie + Ek — Ek-q-g — a)q)<(alak-q-ebq; ^ г » ш Ие = 
= — <[>jfc«fc-«-íA, ®v]> — ЯсК + П
к
) Gk-q-g + 
¿71 




-д — nk) Dg. (6.5) 
A similar equation is found for C ^ f r - e - ^ l g ; ^νΧ,+ί,: 
(ω + »с + £fc - £*-<,-, + ω,) <Ся>*-с-?&1д; ®ν»ω +,·ε = 
= -ζ— <[alak-q-gbl д> ]у — Ав(1 + ν, — »*) G*-,-«, + 2π 
+ bq{vg 4- nk-q-g)Gk — Xg(nk-g-g — η к) D-q. (6.6) 
By using (6.5), (6.6) and by remarking the symmetry between the Green's 
functions of the right hand side of eq. (6.2), one finds in lowest order in Д
в
: 
i ëtik (ω+ιε) Gk(a>+ie)= — -— + 
Ζπ ö/iy 
+ Σ { Т О + в т > + «) + W^k+a+ll(œ + is))Gk(<o + ie) -
я, в 
- [ П
 9+Й.Л(«> + «) + І П 2 Л + Л > + г'£)] С*+в+,,*(а» + ¿ε) + 
+ ^ ^ ^ „ ( ω + ¿e) D-<?(cu + ie) - W™q+g¡ k(œ + ie) Dg(co + ie)} (6.7) 
where WW, WW, WW are again defined by (4.10) — (4.12). Similarly the 
equation of motion for <C&¿&f,· ®»>
ш + і , = Dq(œ + ¿e)is given by 
(ω + ie) Dq{<o + ie) = — Σ Ag <«й + ! г + в я*о ? ; ® »ш + І £ + 
к, g 
+ Σ Я9 «;&>K+s+?; ^ » ω + ί £ , (6.8) 
к, a 
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from which the kinetic equation in lowest order in ).q is found to be : 
(ω + ie) Dg(œ + ie) = Σ {W%\+q+l,(a> + ie)Gk(a> + ie) -
- ^ V * . * ( ω + « ) G * W « > + ie) - W^lq+et k{a> + ie) Dq(a> + ie)} (6.9) 
If we compare eqs. (6.7) and (6.9) with the corresponding equations (4.8) 
and (4.17) we see that now supplementary terms arising from the summation 
over g appear. The inclusion of these terms due to Umklapprozesse has 
important consequences as may be shown by examining again the con­
servation laws. The conservation laws of the total number of particles and 
the total energy remain essentially the same while the conservation of 
total momentum breaks down. In a system described by the Hamiltonian 
(6.1), ^ is no longer a conserved quantity. One has instead: 
[*, J f «] = Σ g al+q+a ak(bq + blq). (6.10) 
д,к, д 
From (2.6) and (3.2) it follows that the change of the total momentum due 
to the electric field is given by 
—2n:Ee Γ 1 Ί 
ω + ιε L 2π J 
-2лЕе 
-\- ιε \_2π J ω + le 
iNI 1 
+ Σ Α [ « β ί + β + Β β * * ί ; 9>.^+<*иа+^-ч\ ®» ω + 1 £ ] · (6·ΐΐ) 2π
 и 
Replacing the Green's functions on the right hand side of (6.11 ) by theii 
decoupled expressions which follow directly from (6.5) and (6.6) ,we obtain 




(ω+«) + ^ «>
β+ίι >+«))• 
ω -\- te [ Ζπ k.g.q 
• Gk+g+g(w + ie) + W^lq+gi k(œ + ie) Dg(co + ie)]\. (6.12) 
Expressing zl<^> with the aid of (2.6) and (5.3) directly in terms of G* 
and Dq, the following relation for G* and Dg is obtained: 
(ω+ίε) [Σ * Gt(w+ie) + Σ Я Dg(œ+ie)] = 
к q 




+ ^ β + β . *(«»+**) Ι )
β
( ω + * ε ) ] | . (6.13) 
Of course this relation which replaces the second equation of (5.6) could 
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have been derived also from (6.7) and (6.9). For ω = 0 it reduces to 
Λ. (7, í 
+ ^«!>
β + Λ 4 (, · β )θ β («)] 
which expresses for a static electric field the momentum balance between 
the momentum put into the system by the electric field per unit time 
(the right hand side of (6.14)) and the momentum absorbed by the lattice 
per unit time (the left hand side of (6.14)). Comparing the second relation 
(5.6) and (6.13), we see that for ω = 0 it is not possible to satisfy (5.6) 
whereas this is possible for (6.13) or (6.14). 
7. Concluding remarks. I) Starting from an expression for linear response 
coefficients given by Kubo's theory and using the many body Green's 
function methods, a simple systematic derivation for the lowest order con­
tribution (in the electron-phonon coupling) to the frequency dependent 
complex electrical conductivity tensor σρ,(ω) is given. As a result a coupled 
set of linear kinetic equations for the electron and the phonon distribution is 
obtained. In the particular case of a static field these two equations reduce 
to linearized Boltzmann equations as can be verified by using the Boltzmann 
equations given by P e i e r l s 8 ) . One sees that the change of the phonon 
distribution (phonon drag) induced by the change of the electron distribution 
is also a lowest order effect. It foUows from our equations that not only in 
the case of Fermi - Dirac statistics (metals), but also in the limit of low 
electron density (semiconductors), the phonon drag terms are present in 
lowest order. Thus also in the case of Boltzmann statistics for the electrons, 
the assumption of Z u b a r e v 7 ) and F u j i t a 3 ) that the phonons remain in 
thermodynamic equilibrium, is not justified. 
II) If the phonon drag is treated properly, one necessarily has to consider 
the effect of the so called "Umklapprozesse", otherwise the static electrical 
conductivity becomes infinite. This follows from the fact that without " U m ­
klapprozesse", the total momentum of the electron-phonon system is 
conserved in the absence of an external field. This total momentum would 
increase unlimited due to the presence of a static external electric field, 
unless this increase of momentum is destroyed by "Umklapprozesse". I t 
results also from the coupled set of equations that in this case both the 
phonon and the electron momentum will become infinite. If one takes into 
account Umklapprozesse, supplementary terms occur in the kinetic equa­
tions for the electron and the phonon distribution. These terms allow the ex­
istence of a finite electron and phonon momentum for ω = 0. 
III) The derivation here presented does not involve explicitly random 





λ4 remains finite). That only the lowest order terms in the coupling Xq are 
obtained is a consequence of the fact that we did already break off in an 
early stage the chain of equations for Green's functions. It is by no means 
a restriction of the method. By developing the chain of equations further 
and decoupling Green's functions of higher order than we considered in 
this chapter also higher order terms of the conductivity could be obtained. 
The extension of the derivation to higher order is the subject of the following 
chapter. . 
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CHAPTER III 
H I G H E R O R D E R TRANSPORT EQUATIONS F O R 
E L E C T R O N S AND PHONONS D E R I V E D FROM T H E KUBO 
FORMULA 
Synopsis 
Starting from the Kubo expression for the frequency dependent electrical conduc­
tivity σ(ω), a set of two coupled transport equations is derived for electrons and 
phonons The method is based on an extension of Green's function techniques which 
were used in the previous chapter Using the equations of motion method, the 
hierarchy of equations for Green's functions is set up to the fourth order By 
applying decoupling techniques in a systematic way, a closed system of two linear 
transport equations is obtained In higher order in the electron-phonon coupling, 
corrections to the collision term as well as to the streaming term of the usual 
Boltzmann equation are obtained Contrary to the case of electron-impurity scattering, 
correlation effects which are a direct consequence of the many body character of 
the system, appear, they affect both the streaming and the collision part of higher 
order transport equations 
1. Introduction. In the previous chapter1) (hereafter to be referred toas I), 
the Kubo expression for the frequency dependent electrical conductivity 
σ(ω) of a system of electrons interacting with lattice phonons was studied 
by many body Green's function theory2). Starting from an electron-hole 
Green's function, a hierarchy of coupled equations for Green's functions 
was derived, where lower order Green's functions are expressed in terms 
of higher order ones The lower members of this in fact infinite hierarchy 
were truncated by the so-called decoupling technique, a method applied 
in classical statistics by Bogoljubov 3). In this way, a closed system 
of two coupled linear integral equations for both the deviation from 
equilibrium of the electron distribution and the deviation from equilibrium 
of the phonon distribution (phonon drag), was obtained. In the case of 
a static external field (ω = 0), this set of equations reduced to two 
linearized Boltzmann equations. Due to the fact that the hierarchy was 
decoupled in an early stage, we obtained only a lowest order result with 
respect to the electron-phonon coupling A?. 
In the present chapter we consider further members of the hierarchy which 
contain higher order Green's functions. By applying decoupling techniques 
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in a well defined way, it is possible to perform a systematic perturbation 
development in powers of the electron-phonon coupling. This will be 
illustrated by the derivation of a set of two transport equations including 
terms of fourth order in к
д
. Such a development corresponds to a calculation 
of the static electrical conductivity tensor up to order A°. The explicit 
results which we obtain give already more insight in the formal structure 
of transport equations extended to general order. In particular, a class of 
terms is found which may be considered as corrections to the streaming 
term (proportional to the first power of the electrical field) of the usual 
Boltzmann equation. These terms arise from the combined effect of streaming 
and collision and correspond to the "interference terms", derived by Kohn 
and Luttinger in the case of electron-impurity scattering4). Among the 
fourth order corrections to the collision term, one may distinguish between 
two classes of corrections. A first class are those corrections one would 
expect from quantum theory including a.o. the renormalization of the 
electron energy and a shift of the phonon frequency; the second class is 
given by corrections including correlation effects due to the many body 
problem character of the electron-phonon system. In the case of elastic 
scattering of electrons by static impurities, the situation is different. 
Transport phenomena for such a system have been studied by K o h n and 
L u t t i n g e r 4 ) and by V e r b o v e n 5 ) . As shown by the latter author, the Kubo 
formula then reduces to a one electron formula and no open hierarchy is 
obtained. 
In order to make the present chapter self-contained, we start in section 2. 
with recalling briefly several basic relations already given in I. In section 3., 
the hierarchy is constructed by deriving equations of motion for Green's 
functions of increasing order. Here terms which were neglected in I, are 
taken into account. The next section is devoted to the explicit evaluation 
of these correction terms up to terms of order λ°. In section 5., expressions 
of higher order transport equations for both electrons and phonons are 
written down and discussed. General considerations on the derivation of a 
set of two coupled transport equations by including terms of arbitrary 
high order, are made. Section 6. contains the concluding remarks and a 
summary of results. The present method is compared with other techniques 
and results; in particular, a comparison with transport equations derived 
for the case of electron-impurity scattering, is made. In an appendix, the 
basic equations for this situation are written down by means of the Green's 
functions formalism. 
2. Basic Relations. As a starting point, we recall briefly some definitions 
and expressions used in I. The Hamiltonian of the system to be considered 
is given by 
Λ" = Σ Etalât + Σ щЦЪс + Σ V»í+e«*(&e + ъ-ч)- (2.1) 
к q k.q 
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Here al, aje are the creation and annihilation operators for an electron in the 
state \ky, Ejc is the free electron energy while eg, bq and ω9 are the corre­
sponding quantities for phonons (ñ = 1). The factor ?.q determines the 
coupling between the electron and the phonon field and has the property 
A, = A-ff. (2.2) 
In formula (2.1), the fe-sum runs over thewhole momentum space while the 
g-sum is restricted to the first Brillouin zone. As shown in I, sect. 6, the 
inclusion of Umklapprozesse offers no additional difficulty. We shall 
therefore not insist on this point. The external perturbation is given by 
an electric field E exp[—icot -\- et] of frequency ω and the corresponding 
perturbation Hamiltonian has the form 
AM* = —E-eSt exp[—ia)t + et]. (2.3) 
In (2.3), е@ is the total dipole moment of the system, e being the electron 
charge. According to I, eq. (2.14), the electrical conductivity tensor may be 
written as 
2πβ 
OprH = —ΤΓ~ Σ (U)ÍÍ<«*«*; ^»»üH-íf (2.4) 
V к 
Неге V is the total volume of the system, (ƒ*:)# is the μ-th component of the 
one electron current and palaie', ^ ^ш+и is the Fourier transform of the 
Green's function (see I, eq. (2.2)-(2.6)) 
« 4 a f c ; # , > , = -Ів{1)([а1{{) ak{t), . Э Д > (2.5) 
The operators ak{t) and a^t) are written in the Heisenberg representation 
with respect to the Hamiltonian (1.1). They satisfy the following relations 
to be used frequently hereafter: 














-9{οα + é l , ) . (2.7) 
9 
Similar relations hold for the phonon operators Ь
я
, bq : 
\bq, j f ] = o)qbq + Σ V í - g * * (2.8) 
к 
[ЪІ Ж] = —ω^Ι - Σ Vft+« a*· (2-9) 
к 
As follows from I, the problem consists in the evaluation of the functions 
Gft(£ü + ie) = ««¿α
Λ
; ^ »
ω + ί £ (2.10) 
and 
Dq(ω + *'e) = ЩЪд ; ^ »
ш + і £ . (2.11 ) 
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Gjfc is the deviation from equilibrium of the electron distribution due to the 
applied external electric field while Dq is the deviation from equilibrium of 
the phonon distribution, induced by the interaction of the phonons with the 
driven electrons: 
à <a¡caky = — 2πΕ
ν
 • « 4 « * ; ^»ω+ie (2.12) 
Л<Ь^
д
у = -2πΕ,• ЩЬ
й
; ^ , »
ω τ < £ . (2.13) 
3. The hierarchy of Green's functions. Generally (see I), the equation of 
motion for a Green's function C^i ; <^,ù<o+u where ^ i and ^2 are any 
operators, is given by 
(ω + ie) l'eu ^ 2 » ω + ί ε = — - <[<Гь « У ) + «[ί?ι, Ж] ; «^»они. (3.1) 
In the following, fé^ = ^ , while ^ і will be a product of electron and phonon 
annihilation and creation operators. In particular, the equations of motion 
for the simplest Green's functions (1.10) and (1.11) read 
zlalak; ^ » z = — <[4a f c > %]> -f Σ A g [ « a W - A ; ^»>* + ¿π q 
+ laUk-qV-q·. ®Λζ - €ak+gakbq; ®,у
г




] , (3.2) 
and 
2 « е ^
г
; S ,» 2 = 0 - Σ ^ [ « a í + í a ^ g ; ^ » г - «ö^^_9a fc; ^„»г] (3.3) 
к 
where use has been made of eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) and ζ = ω+ге. The higher 
order Green's functions on the right hand side (r.h.s.) of eqs. (3.2), (3.3) 
satisfy in turn similar equations of motion as for instance (see I, (3.10), 
(3.11)): 
(2 + Ek+q — Ek — ω?) ial+qdicbg·, ^ > г = —• <~iak+gakbq, Sv]> + 




— laÍ+q+Q^kbqfiq·, ^ > г — lak+q^qfikb-qfiq·, ^Λζ] + 
+ Σ ¿««flfc+e«*^-!?«*:,; ^ » г · (3.4) 
fci 




 = —-- <[al+qakblq, S>r]y + 
+ Σ ¿^[iaìc+qCik-qfiqfiLq; ^ »
г
 + « 4 ^ я * _
г і
6 ^ 1 ? ; ^ » г -
— iak+q+q.akbqfilg; ^ »
г
 - «я^ + г + в 1 Я401 ? 1 &1 в ;^» 2 ] — 
— Σ Я
в




The corresponding equations for ^alaic-gbg ; ®v>z, i^aiak-qb-q ; ^ >
г
 and 
i^aìc-qakbq·, Siv^z arc obtained directly from (3.4) and (3.5) by a change of 
indices. From equations (3.4) and (3.5) we see that the Green's functions on 
the left hand side are again expressed by means of even higher order Green's 
functions on the r.h.s.. For these latter we may in turn construct equations 
of motion and by continuing further this procedure, we obtain an open 
chain of coupled equations for Green's functions of increasing order. In 
the preceeding paper I, the hierarchy was truncated by decoupling the 
Green's functions on the r.h.s. of (3.4) and (3.5). As remarked in Ι, ^а^а^; 
З ^г is the linear correction (due to the electric field) to the equilibrium 
value of the electron density <a*iii> = Wfc. Similarly, the Green's function 
i^al+q^ajc-qb-qfiq-, Q^z is the correction to the equilibrium value of the 
more complicated distribution function <α;£+ ? + β ιαί;ό!β ιό?>. By pairing off 
in all possible ways creation and annihilation operators, this higher order 









><ЯЕ+9+9ія*> + correction terms, (3.6) 
t t t__ t 
where the correction terms are of higher order in the electron-phonon 
coupling, αχ denotes the Kronecker delta: οχ = 1 for χ = 0 and zero other-
whise. Now perturbing (3.6) by an electric field E exp[—¿(ω + it) ¿], we 
obtain in lowest order in £ for the deviation caused by £ : 
'lak+q+q^kbLqfiq; @ Уг = « V î i W C ^ * '· ^ Ь + « f c « ^ ? ; ^ r > z } + 
t t t i 












ί+βι{(1 +Vq) « 4 « * ; #,>„ + n^blqb-q] ^ » г } + 
+ correction terms а г ^ л + ^ + ^ , * ^ . (3.8) 
From 
<al+qakak-qaicl> = ¿Ε+β-^βΑαί ,- ϊΧ«^^*, ) + correction terms (3.9) 
t t t * 
follows 
««А+вЯкЯй.-вЯ*,; ^ , >
г
 = Ôk+q-kl{(\ — nk)<iak+qak+q\ 9^г — 
t t _ ж i 
— я * +
в
< я * я * ; ^».»г} + correction terms ¿3(2)*+в,*,*,· (ЗЛО) 
We remark that the Green's function 4іа
к+дакакі-яакі ; З ^г contains only 
electron operators; expressions of this type correspond to an indirect 
electron-electron interaction induced by the phonons. By the change of 
variables (k + q) ->• k, k -> {k — q), one deduces directly from eqs. (3.7) 
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The correction terms d\, dz and d^ of eqs. (3.7), (3.8) and (3.10) contain 
more complex electron-phonon and electron-electron correlations and are 
therefore of higher order in the coupling Xq. 
This may be seen by applying the theorem of В1 о с h and D e D o m i n i c i s 6 ) , 
an extension of Wicks theorem for temperature dependent perturbation 
theory (see also on this subject the appendix of the paper of N i s h i k a w a 
and В a r r i e 7 ) . From the same theorem it follows that terms as 
i^a^+qak-qfi-qfiq) Slvl^z and i^aic+qaic-qpqfiq·, gi
v
yz 
in eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) are also of higher order in Ag. As already shown in the 
appendix of I, terms like ([«¡t+gflfcèg, í^]> and <[a¿fca¡fc_g¿>lg, ^ ] > give also 
higher order contributions. 
Taking into account these remarks, we may write for eq. (3.4) by using 
(3.7) and (3.10): 
lalc+qClkbq; 9,-)
г
 = - ---- ^ - = \{-{Vq + nk+q) Gk(z) + 
[ Z + Ü A + Í — t b — (üq J 
+ (1 + Vg — П
к




+ -z ρ - r Ь C{z)k+<i,k,q (З.П) 
¿Л Ζ + itjfc+g — u t — ω ? 
where C(z) f c + ( r > f c > ? is given by 
C{z)k+q,k,q = — = = f {Σ V№( z )*+ ï .* -? i . e — 
I ^ + Üt+g — ¿ft — Ш? J σ ι 
— ¿l^fc+a+s,,*,? + i.a.l+qaic-qfiqfiq-, ^ >
г
 — 
— «я інг+г^лЛА; ^ » г ] + Σ V a ^ j r + e , *,*,}· (3.12) 
fel 
Similarly, by using eq. (3.8), equation (3.5) may be written as 
laUqClkV-q; ®Λζ = --- _ - - — Ь- . \ {-(l+Vq- П
к+а) Gk(z) + 
I ^ + bk+q — r-k + ω ? J 
+ К + «*) Gfc+^z) + («fc+3 — и*) о_
д
(г)} + 
1 < [ α ί + ^ 6 1 „ ^ ] > 
+ ^ т ^ ¿τ , - + М г )*+в.*,в i 3 · 1 3 ) 
2π г -h £¿+5 — £ t + wg 
with 
C'{z)k+q,k,q = \ -:-- "• _—¡ f {Σλβ,^^Λ+,, ίτ- , , , ί — 
(2 + tk+g — ¿ t + a)g J gi 
— ¿a^fc+ï+e,,*.« + t^k+qak-qfi-qfi-q'' ^ >г — 
- « 4 + 8 + g i « f c & W ^ » г ] + Σ VBW*+».*.*,}• (3-14) 
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The corresponding expressions for ^я^я^-дод; ^ >
z
 and ^alak-qblq] З ^г 
follow directly from (3.11)-(3.14) by a change of indices (ft + ç) -> k and 
ft -* (ft - q). 
In I, the two last terms on the r.h.s. of eqs. (3.11) and (3.13) have been 
neglected because they are of higher order in Д?. Considering only the ex­
pressions between braces on the r.h.s. of these equations, one obtains for 
G]c{z) a linear integral equation of second order in the electron-phonon 
coupling. In the case of a static external field, this equation reduces to a 
linearized version of the usual Boltzmann equation (including phonon drag 
terms). In this equation the field- or streaming term is given by 
<.[akak, &,]> = г---— 
ckf 
while the collision term is build up from lowest order transition probabilities. 
A similar equation holds for Dq{z). 
At present we want to go further and investigate how transport equations 
look like if one takes into account higher order corrections. 
There are two main groups of corrections to be considered : 
1 ) corrections to the usual collision term ; we shall see that these correc­
tions are coming from C(z)k+q,k,q, C'(z)k+qtk,q, C(z)ktk-qtq and C'(z)ktk-q>q 










Ζ + Ek+q — Ek + ft>? Ζ + Ek+q — Ek — ù)q Ζ + Ek — Ek-q + ft>g 
and 
^ßkOk-qbq, 9> \У 
Ζ + Ek — Ek-q — u>q 
We first construct the equations of motions for the different members of the 
collision term corrections. 
Equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.10) may be written as 
di{z)k+q+q¡,kiq = <я* + 9 + в і я*&І ? 1 6 в ; ЗтУг — àq+qXvqGìclz) + nkDQ(z)], (3.15) 
d2(z)k+q+ql,k,q = t^k+q+q^kbqfi^; &νί>ζ — «W.ÜO + я) Gk{z) + nkD^q{z)], 
(3.16) 
dzfàk+q.k.ki = €ak+qak<ik-qakl', @гУг — ak+q-k¡[(\ — П
к
) Gk+q(z) — 
- nk+qGk(z)]. (3.17) 
The equation of motion for di(z)k+q+qii k reads 
(z + Е
к+я+9і — Ek + ω9ι — ω9)^αΙ+9+9ιαίίο19ιο9·, ^ » 2 — 
— ZÔq+ai[v9Gt{z) + nkDg(z)] = — iial+q+q^icblgfiq, ^ ] > — 
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— Σ ^Q^aí+g+g.+g.akbg.b-gfig·, ^Λζ + iflUg-Vg^gflkb-gp-g^g, 2)¿frζ — 
— iaic+g+gfik-qM-gpg; @*Уг - iak+g+g^k-gfi-g.b-gjbg·, ^,>г] -
Σ AgAaÜ+q+gfikah-gfikfig', ^r>2 + Σ ^q^al+g+g^kb-g^^-gak,; ^ > г — 
ki ki 





,; SV»2 - iflUk-gpg^ 2vi>z — іакЯк-д.Ь-д,; @*%~\ -




 + «я^- ? й А і е^; ^ » г } . (3.18) 
Similar equations hold also for ¿2(2)*+?-?,,л. ¿з(2)*;+д,л,kl and the Green's 
functions iak+g+gakbqbq; ^ г » г and i.ak\-q+qakbtqblq; Я!^г in the r.h.s. 
members of equations (3.12) and (3.14). The explicit expressions of these 
equations are quoted in appendix A. 
The terms on the r.h.s. of eqs. (3.18)-(A. 4) may be evaluated by de­
coupling techniques. This will be done in the next section. 
4. The explicit evaluation of higher order corrections. At present we want 
to replace all terms on the r.h.s. of eqs. (3.18)-(A. 4) by their lowest order 
contributions; this shall be done by using decoupling techniques. The first 
term on the r.h.s. of (3.18) may be written as 
<[a*+i+fflafcblSiög, Щу = ôg+^VgilaUk, ^ ] > + 0(Α
β
) (4.1) 
t t t 1 
where <P(A5) is of higher order in the electron-phonon coupling Xq. The higher 
order Green's function on the r.h.s. of eqs. (3.18)-(A. 4) are evaluated by 
decoupling techniques. The Green's function ^ak+q+g^gflkbgfi-gfiq; £&
v
yz 
on the r.h.s. of (3.18) may be considered as the change due to the external 
field of the distribution function •(ak+g+g1+gtlakbqJ)-qibg). This distribution 
function may be factorized (decoupled) in terms of simpler correlation 
functions by pairing off creation and annihilation operators in all possible 
ways: 
iak+q+qi+g&kbqfi-qfiqy = O^+g^b-gfiL^Xal-, gakbq> + 
t _ t l t 
+ Ve, <&&><**+«.«**».> + W · (4·2) 
We remark that the contribution obtained by pairing off Й £ + 9 + 9
І
 and a t 
i.e. од+д^д^Ьд^д+д^дУ^акЯкУ is of higher order in A, and therefore included 
in higher order terms which we shall not consider explicitly here. Perturbing 
(4.2) by an electric field E exp[—i(a> + ie) t] and retaining only terms linear 
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in E yields 
ialc+q+q^q^kbg^-qfig·, ^v>2 = 
t ÍLJ 
= Ôg^+gliaic+gakbq) D-g^Z) + (1 + VgJ «4+g«fc*i ', ^ P^z] + 
+ àq+q/Mk+qMi^ DQ(Z) + »«Ы+в,«**«,; ^ v » J + ЭД- (4.3) 
where iP(Aff) is of higher order in λg and shall be neglected in the following. 
By writing down (4.3) we did made use of the relation ^bqb^; Slv^z = 
= Çbgbg·, SÏ^Z = ögW which is a direct consequence of the commutation 
rules for Bose operators. In the same way one finds for the other terms on 
the r.h.s. of (3.18): 
t tJ t 
= V?1[<a*+!?>«fc&-?,> Dq{z) + Vqi<lk+q,akb-qt; ^ »
г
] + 
+ aq^qliaí+g^kblg^ Dg(z) + Гд^+д^Ь^ ', ^ »
г
] + {кд). (4.4) 
taìc+q+q^k-qfiqfi-qfig; ^ > г = 
i_ft ί 
= áÍI+ff[<«í«*-9,*e,> D î ( z ) + vq^akk-qfiq,; ®vìzi + 
(4.5) 
^k+q+q.ak-q.b-q.b-qfiq] ^»»г = 
= ¿?1+г[<я*я*-в,Ыс1> D?(z) + vj^aiefc-j.oij,; ^ » г ] + 
(4.6) 
By remarking that {al+g+q^kak^q^kfigy may be decomposed into 
(ak+q+qjlkdk.-q^kfiqy = 
t î t_ t 
t t 
+ ak+g+g¡-kl<ak+g+g¡ak+q+giy<akak+qbgy + 0(kg), (4.7) 
we may write 
€
ak+q+ql^kaki-qlClk1bq; S>v^z = 
t Í1_J 
t t 
= (ΐ?+91[«*<α*1-β1β*1δ9; ^ »г + <«*l-ff1a*16e> С*(г)1 + 
+ 0 * Γ - Ϊ Ι - * [ 0 — »ÉXafc+ff+^Afc+í,0«;·®»·»? — <«fc+e+i1a*+î1*î> Gfc^)] + 
+ <5л+9+ді-Лі[—Пк+д+дХак+дакЬд; ^ > — <ак+дакЬдУ Gk+g+qx{z)] + 0(λ?), 
(4.8) 
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where we did made use of the relations C a W ', ^ Уг = — <ίαΙακ ; ^т^г = 
= —Gic(z) and i.aJc+qakbq·, 3),у
г
 = — ta-kaìc+qbq; ^ » г which follow directly 
from the anticommutation rules for fermion operators. 
Similarly 
i.ak+q+q^kak-qClkfi-q, ', ^ Лг = <5?J-91[«fc,C«¿1+9iafclel?l ; ^ > z + 
t it Í 
Í Î 
+ Wk^qPkp-qì G*(2)] + àk+q-qìó} — «*) Wk+q+qflk^-q, l ^»»г — 
— (al+q+q^k+qb-q^ С*(г)] + áft+g+^-fcJ—Wfc+g+g^a^afcôl^ ; ^ r > z — 
- <я^+діЯкйІ9і> Ск+9+ді{г): + (кд). (4.9) 
The quantities like (alc+qdicbq}, ial+qa^b-qy which occur on the r.h.s. of eqs. 
(4.3)-(4.9) are mixed electron-phonon distributions; they are correlation 
functions of higher order in the electron-phonon coupling ¿?. These expressions 
cannot be factonzed directly. I t is possible to calculate them by making 
use of the relation 
([aUqakbq, Ж}> = 0, (4.10) 
which follows from the invariance of the trace under cyclic permutation. 
By calculating first (4.10) and by decoupling then the four-operators 
distribution functions thereby obtained, one finds up to first order in Я
г
: 
<4+9αΛ> = J^^pL^J^^J^X (4Л1) 
In the same way, one obtains 
< 4 + 9 ^ I ? > = lq ( ( l + ^ ^ * t l ^ ^ ) . (4.,2) 
\ £fc — .fcfc+g — 0)q I 
In order to show explicitly the dependence on A9, we write 
<iifc+s«fcö9> = A3<afc+Îafcog>;i (4.13) with 
and 
with 
Ofc+gíifcV* = ъ~ Б ; — ( 4 · 1 4 ) 
¿•к — E-k+q + <Oq 
<al+qalcblq> = A9<afc+gafcöIg>A (4.15) 
<ak+qakblq>x = = — (4.16) 
¿•к — Ü-k+q — (Oq 
The Green's functions of type ^aí+qikbq ; ^ » X and ^я^+ся^б^д ; ^  Уг which 
occur on the r.h.s. of eqs. (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.8) and (4.9) may be 
calculated directly by deriving their equations of motion. By decoupling 
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and by neglecting terms of higher order in λ
α
, one obtains (see eqs. (3.11) 
and (3.13)): 





Α + ( 7, k,g{z), (4.17) 
with rk+gt kt q(z) given by 




) Gk(z) + 
l г + nk+q — Ьк — (úq J 
+ (1 + vq - nk) Gk+q{z) 4- {nk+q - nk) Dq{z)}, (4.18) 
and similarly 
lai+gatbLg ; ^ »
г
 = Я9Г'л + ( г > fci,(г), (4.19) 
with r'fc+(r>í;>5(^) given by 
r'k+q,k,q{z) = — — {-(1 + r e - wt+e) G*(2) + 
I 2 + £fc+g — ¿-je + COq) 
+ (vq + nk) Gk+q{z) + (nk+q — ню) D-q(z)}. (4.20) 
By using eqs. (4.3)-(4.20), one finds from eq. (3.18) and (3.15): 
¿ifcb+ff+i,,*,<7 = V Ï ! - , - χ - ^ - ^ - , — x 
Ι ζ + Ь
к+а+9і — к + ω 3 ι — ω ? J 
Χ { — Wqlik+q+q¡rk+qt lc,q(z) + Vql7
 к
Гk+q+qi, k+qi, í^) + 
+ (<«fc+e+g1ílfc+?165>A — («fc+î+s^ft+çÔig^) С
А
(л) + 
+ {<ak+qakbqyx — <Як+гіЯіоІді>я) Gj;+Í+?1(2) -J-
+ (^k+q+q^k+gfi^X — (ЯА+дДйе^д) Dg^z) + 
+ «aUq+q^ü^blg^x — <Яй+?1Я^д1>я) о?( г)}. ( 4 · 2 1 ) 
where 
Vg.fc = V? + «*; Wg.fc = 1 + Vg — «fc. (4.22) 
By making the change of variables qi <-> q, one obtains directly from (4.21) 
the corresponding expression for d2(z)k+q+qliktq. 
The quantities ¿зМк+в,*,*,. €<*Lq+qakbqbq; ^ » г and ««fc+g+g.afci-g.&ig; 
^,J>Z are calculated in a similar way, this is quoted in appendix B. 
Equations (4.21)-(B. 4) give explicit expressions for all terms which occur 
in the collision term corrections (3.12) and (3.14). 
A second class of corrections, which may be seen as corrections to the 
streaming term, is found from the consideration of the commutators 
i[ai+qakbq, 3„]>, <.[al+gakbLq, @r]>, <[alak-qbq, @p]> and <[4_9<ifc&Ig) ^]> 
on the r.h.s. of equations (3.4), (3.5) or (3.11), (3.13) and in the corresponding 
equations for ^akak-qbq; ^ » г and ^akak-qblq) ^ » г . 
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If one notes that 









<[>jfc+e«*&-í, ®»]> = ί-^- <<ι*+?α*δ-ΐ> = V ' Т1Г <я*-вяА619>я. ( 4 · 2 4 ) 
¿7«, C'A, 
one finds from eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), in addition to the usual streaming term 
<[αία*, #,]> = i - ^ (4-25) 
in eq. (3.2), a further contributions 
П-.А') = Σ [ ^ ; * + β , * ( « ) - ^ : і д - 9 ( г ) ] (4.26) 
where 
2π L\ ζ + -E* — £¡fc+g — <üq I okv 
+
 ( T X F 'F —Γ• - ) I T <в^*+^>Л• (4·27) 
\ л + -Ε* — ¿ t + î + wj / öAr J 
which shows that Fl.k(z) is a correction of second order in л
д
 to the usual 
streaming term. 
5. The generalized transport equations. Replacing the third order Green's 
functions on the right hand side of eq. (3.2) by the r.h.s. expressions of eq. 
(3.11) and (3.13) yields 
dnk 
zGk(z) = i - f + FIJz) + Σ Α^Γ*. *-«.«(*) + r'k,k-9,c,(z) - Γ* + ί . *,,(*) -
— r'ic+q,k,q{z)} + Σ ^q{Ck,k-q,q{2) + C'k,k-q,q{z) — Ck+q,k,q(z) — 
Q 
- C'k+q,k.q{Zi} (5.1) 
In this equation, the first r.h.s. term plays the role of the usual field term, 
obtained from (4.25). F^.^z) stands for the second order corrections to the 
field or streaming term (see eqs. (4.26) and (4.27)), the first expression 
between braces gives the lowest order (usual) collision term while the 
second expression between braces gives corrections to the collision term. 
By replacing the r.h.s. terms of eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) by their explicit ex­
pressions (4.21)-(B. 4), one sees that Ck+q,k,q{z)>C>e+q,k, q{z) etc. are of third 
order in kq and therefore the last sum in eq. (5.1) yields contributions of 
fourth order in the electron-phonon coupling λ
ϋ
. Remembering the explicit 
expressions of the quantities Гіс^-д.діг), F'k.k-q.qiz) etc., we may write in 
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a condensed form 
Σ ¿g{fY k-q, q{z) + f ' t , fc-i, q(z) — Гіе+q, fc, 9(г) — -ffc+g, fc, 5(2)) = 
= Σ /£?;*,*.(*) С*'(г) + Σ Ä^*.e.W Dff'W, (5.2) 
ft' q' 
where the kernels Χ£*,*·(*) - «Т;*,*-(*) a n d ^ f c . e - W ^ ЩЧьА*) а г е 
seen to be lowest order transition probabilities (see I) containing a factor л | . 
W7";*,*' m e a n s that the hierarchy of equations which starts with an electron 
Green's function Gk is truncated after two equation of motion-steps in order 
to give again an electron Green's function Gk', We£ktq,, means that starting 
from an electron Green's function Gk, one breaks off the hierarchy after two 
steps in order to obtain a phonons Green's function Dq·. 
Inspection of equations (4.21)-(B. 4) shows that the fourth order correc­
tions to the collision term in eq. (5.1) may be written as 
Σ ^{Cfc, k-q, q{z) + C'k, k-q, q{z) — Ck+q, k, q(z) — C'k+q, k, q(z)} = 
= Σ KZ
rk,k-(z) Gkiz) + Σ *£*.,(*)<?,·(*). (5-3) 
к' q' 
where the kernels K4 are quantities of fourth order in the electron-phonon 
coupling Я
д
, all other indices of these functions having the same signification 
as for K2. As concerns the structure of K4, there is an essential difference 
between K2 and K4. From (4.21)-(B. 4) we see that all contributions to 
Cfc+g, k, q{z) etc. and therefore to K4 may be separated into two parts as 
follows : 
*£*.*·(*) = W7;*.A*) + WbA*) (5-4) 
к?;к,А') = w?;k.A*) + 0%*.Αχ)· (5·5) 
Here the functions Wi(z) are build up from all terms containing products of 
two of the quantities u, v, w defined by (4.22) and (B. 2). 
All terms of the form хГ and хГ' with χ = и, ν or w in expressions (4.21)-
(B. 4) contribute therefore to We¿.kjk.(z) or W<»ktAz)· T h e q u a n t i t i e s (?4(z) 
include all terms in eq. (4.21)-(B. 4) which contain correlation functions 
like (alc+qdkbqy, <aí+safc6l8> etc. 
Let us now examine in more detail the structure of W4 and Ç4. All terms 
contributing to Wii arise from two phonon processes in such a way that one 
may distinguish between successive single phonon interactions as is shown 
by the products of pairs of u, v, w. In other words, an higher order interaction 
is given by a product of squared matrix elements describing emission or 
absorption of a single phonon or creation and annihilation of an electron-
hole pair. These corrections are those one would expect from quantum 
theory by considering corrections to the Born approximation, vertex function 
corrections and renormalization of the electron and the phonon energies. 
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The latter type of corrections may be isolated easily. We first rewrite ex-
pression (3.11) by using (4.17): 
ißk+gtlkbq, ìVrJ = Àgi k+g,k,g{z) + ^, Г -E- F 1" ^k+g,k,g(Z), 
2π ζ + tk+g — tk — (Од 
(5.7) 
with Ck+g, к, g{z) given by (3.12) i.e. 
Ck+g, k, ff(2) = ] — — £ ^ f {Σ V[¿lfc+Í. fc-?i, з(2) — dík+g+gt, к, q(z) H" 
1.2 + Ьк+д — Ь.к — (Oq) q¡ 
+ iaje+gdk-gfigfiq·, 3>гУг — Idk+q+qMqi @Лг~\ + Σ Msfc+í, fc, t ,^ )} . (5.8) 
iti 
where the r.h.s. terms have to be replaced by their explicit expressions 
(4.21), (B. 1) and (B. 2). In these latters we collect all terms containing as a 
factor the function Гк+q, k, q{z) and write down their contributions Rk+q,k,q{ie) 
included in Ck+q,k,q{z), for the case of zero frequency (co = 0, ζ = is). This 
gives 
» (fr\-\ Я ? Г * + * '*-^ ' е ) U v a * Г "^.fc+g+g. , 
l-Eft+î — Ек — o)q + ιε\ Ι
 β1 Lffc+g+g, — £ * — ω β + ω ^ + ΐ Ε 
, ^ g i , fc+q+j?! Ί . 
τ- τ- ' ' : J 
•Efc+í+gi — Ек — (Oq — ω
αι
 + î£ , 
Σ £ Γ 
ai L- · 
+ ^ Ι „ J Ü S i i í ü — - _ , - + 
•Ε*+α — Ek+g1 — (Oq — ω9ι + ге 
^gi, к+д^ 
Ек+д — Ек+д, — (Од + ω 9 ι + ie. 
ι 
J " ì . * gi Ί , 
^ ^ ' ' it. J 
+ ^ Σ ^ „ "* ' ;* ·* ' - - - — } . (5.9) 
where 
í'ifc+e,*,?(") = -^ F Г ^ t - ^ + "g — и*+г) С*( г 'е) + 
Ек+ц — Ек — (Oq + ге 
+ К + и*) Gj;+e(íc) + (и
л + ( г — Пк) Dg(íe)]. (5.10) 
We put the definitions 
AEk = Mk - ~ η = Σ II Г^ _ J ^ _ ^ . _ _ ._.__.
 + 
Ο ι I— • 
— ^ 1 —— -^; -- . 
2 ( / i L -^fc+g — ¿Λ + ί , — Wç — ω ? ι + ι ε 
+ _ ^ ^ - ^ .__ 1 (5.11) 
•>q
x





(^1 denotes t h e pr incipal par t ) 
a n d 
yk = 2 π Σ ^.[^ei-fc+ïi^i-Efc+i — -^fc+î! — ft>g — а) г і) + 
«ι 
+ "ff,, * + ί ^ ( £ * + β — ^ й + в і — ω 9 + ω ΐ ι ) ] · ( 5 - 1 3 ) 
W e also wri te 




 + -=- y*+
e
 = Σ V -^ = - + 
я Ï--J-/T-1-/T I ^ f c + , + ΐ , Ί
 ( 5 1 4 ) 
•Ε«; — -Efc+g+î, + ω
β
 + ω 9 ι — ге J 
with 
М ^ = Σ ^  Г^ ^ ^ + 
«, L· іс — Е-к+о+а. + ω
α
 — Wo, 
+ ._ -J^i f l^ ·—-—..] (5.15) 
qi t-Eìc — Ек+д+9і + (Oq — ω ? 1 
^gi.ft+g+g! 
a n d 
Ук+q = 2π Σ ^ [ ω ' β , , Λ + ί + ί ^ ί ^ * — Ek+q+Q, + OJq — ω9ι) + 
«ι 
+ vqi,k+q+q1à{Ek — Ek+q+q, + COq + ω
β ι
) ] (5.16) 
a n d we finally p u t 




 - — γ« = Σ %
 ϊ Γ
-
 F - - - F F , • (5-17) 2 ft! ¿ t + a — £·*; + ^ ¿ , - 5 — Ekl + te 
with 
a n d 
Pq = Σ Л ^ Г-^ ^ ^ -
 F - Ί (5.18) 
ft! L ilfc+g — r-k + ^ f t i - î — ^1*, -J 
yg = 2 π Σ Я£ M*,-?, jfc^í^jt+í — £*:+·£«;,-? — EjfcJ (5.19) 
The quan t i t i e s M * and M J + g have a simple physical meaning . T h e y re-
present t h e energy shift of an electron and a hole sour rounded b y the phonon 
cloud and p lay t h e same role as the so-called mass opera to r in q u a n t u m 
elec t rodynamics . Similarly, Р
д
 gives t h e frequency shift for p h o n o n s a n d 
m a y be considered as a polar izat ion operator . T h e functions y t , γΙ+α a n d 
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γα
, which depend also on the temperature have the meaning of damping 
factors, they give the reciprocal of the lifetime of the considered particle 
states. The expressions given here for renormalization and damping of 
electron and phonon correspond with the formulas calculated in papers 2), 
8) by means of one particle Green's functions. 
With the help of (5.9), (5.11), (5.14) and (5.17) we may write 
^q г Π ι _ 
{Ek+q + âEl^q) -\Ek + AEk) - К + Δω9) + ie Ч 
— Mfc+g) Gfc(i'c) + (v9 + пк) Gk+q(ie) + (nk+q — nk) De(íe)] = 
= ^iffc+ç, k{it) + Rk+q, k{ie) + higher order terms (5.20) 
This shows that the contributions Rk+q, k(ie) of Cfc+?, k{ie) may be obtained 
by replacing the energies in the denominator of the first r.h.s. term in (3.11) 
by their corrected complex values (5.11), (5.14) and (5.17). Analogous 
manipulations can be carried out also for the function і,а
к+І1акЫ9; ^ Уг 
given by eq. (3.13). 
By taking together the coefficients of Gk, Gk+q and Dq in the remaining 
terms of FF4, it is possible to pick out corrections to v?, к+д, Wqt k and Μ*+ίι k. 
These corrections would play the role of transition probability corrections 
and are not essentially different from these found in earlier work on electron-
impurity scattering 4 ) 5 ) 9 ). The main characteristic of all terms belonging 
to Wi is that here an higher order interaction is seen to be build up of pro­
ducts of lowest order processes. 
This picture no longer holds for the second class of corrections to the 
collision term. In the contributions to Ç4, an essentially new aspect appears. 
The occurence of many particle density matrices as for instance (а
к+9акЬ9У 
and (ak+qakb-qy is a consequence of the many-body problem character of 
the electron-phonon system we are considering. The mixed electron-phonon 
density matrices are correlation type functions; as we have seen in the 
foregoing section eq. (4.11)-(4.12), these quantities are of higher order in 
the electron-phonon coupling λ
α
 and proportional to the first power of the 
electron density nk. From a physical point of view, one would say, that 
when the system is fairly dense, the particles never get away from other 
particles in the system. Such correlation effects are often neglected or at 
most treated in a more phenomenological way by assuming the existence 
of an effective field. In doing so one assumes that each particle of a many-
body system moves independently of the others, albeit via a force field 
depending upon some average parameters of the whole system. This picture 
is rather incomplete and in a more correct theory, correlations between 
particles have to be taken into account explicitly. In particular this is the 
case for a quantum mechanical system. In terms of wave functions one would 
say that a wave function of a single particle is smeared out over a large part 
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of the system and therefore there is overlap with wave functions of other 
particles. The particles may no longer be considered as propagating freely 
in between collisions, quantum mechanically, they are always in interaction. 
This effect is pointed out also by Kadanoff and Baym10). 
The correlation between particles manifests itself not only in the Ç4-
contributions to the collision term but affects also the streaming term. In 
addition to the usual field (streaming) term {(дп^/дк) we have obtained the 
corrections F2.k(z) given by eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) and which are of second 
order in Xq. This fact again shows that the picture of independent particles 
in between collision breaks down if one goes to higher order in the electron-
phonon coupling. Instead of free electrons, one sees that complex particle 
correlations are driven by the applied external field1 !). The corrections F | .
 k (z) 
may be seen as arising from the combined effect of streaming and collision. 
In this respect, they may be compared directly with the "interference 
terms" given by Kohn and Lut t inger 4 ) , eq. (85) in the case of electron-
impurity scattering. This comparison is made in appendix С of the present 
paper where the basic equations for the electron-impurity system are written 
down in terms of Green's function formalism. Recently, also Davis and 
Résibois have investigated the interference between the external field and 
the interactions between the particles of the system in the case of plasmas 
and electrolytes16). 
Another class of corrections to the streaming term is originating in the 
case of the electron-impurity scattering from corrections to the Fermi-
Dirac distribution. Analogous corrections may be found in our treatment 
if we recall that the statistical average in the expressions 
<[alakl 2lv~\y = ι -—- <βία*> = г —— (5.21 ) 
ckr okf 
is taken with respect to the full Hamiltonian (1.1). The quantity (αία^ may 
be calculated by means of one particle Green's functions theory2). By 
including terms up to second order in Xq, one finds 
nk = iaUù = -¿¡айг^ - - - ; (β = - ¿ г ) (5.22) 
with 
ΑΕ^ΡΣ Χ\ \ - μ - ψ ^ ^ - + W*-; + y ; - 1 . (5.23) 
q L £fc — ¿ t - j — ω
α
 hic — Ь
к
-д + (Од J 
By making a series development in AE¡c, (5.21) becomes 
г - <.^> = , _ L ^ j ^ + AEt — [ ¿ s , ^ ) ^ + -J (5-24) 
where ΔΕχ is given by (5.23). This second type of corrections to the streaming 
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term is due to the renormalization of the electron energy whereas the 
corrections F?¿ik(z) are due to the interference between streaming and 
collision. This fact is also responsible for the existence of streaming terms 
(of higher order in Ag) in the transport equation for phonons which will be 
considered at present. 
By making use of (3.11) and (3.13), equation (3.3) may be written as 
zDg(z) = FIJz) - Σ A§[/W*.,(*) - r'k^k,-q{z)] -
к 
— Σ λ9 [Cic+g, к, q[z) — C'k-q, fc,-g(2)]. (5.25) 
i-
where 
*?;,(*) = - -^ - ^  Σ [ Y - — = Ц - ) ¿ - <aLgakbgyx -
2Л к L\ Z + Ь
к+д — Ьк — Шд / ok, 










^ (_ а(г) and C'k-gtkt-q(z) are obtained from the correspond­
ing expressions (4.20) and (3.14) by a change of indices. By taking into 
account the explicit expressions for Г and Г', we see that we may put 
- Σ λ|[Γ*+ β.*.β(2) - Г*.*,*,-*(*)] = Σ* |? β ,* .(*)ο*·(*) + 
л л' 
+ Σ Äf?9>e,(*) D Í ' W . (5.27) 
β' 
Here the indices of Klfiqtk.(z) mean that the hierarchy of equations which 
begins with a phonon Green's function Dg, was broken off after two equation 
of motion steps yielding an electron Green's function G^-, similarly K^qk,(z), 
means that starting from Dg, a phonon Green's function Dq> was obtained 
after two equations of motion and subsequent decoupling. 
Quite analogously, we may write for the fourth order corrections to the 
collision term 




.А*) !>»(*)• ( 5 · 2 8 ) 
я' 
Here the kernels Кц may again be separated into two parts as follows 
*£*.*<(*) = *??„.*<(*) + «?,.*'(*) (5·29) 
KP&. fW = w™i. A*) + Q™«, Az) (5·30) 
where Qi contain all correlation type corrections. 
It is well known that in first approximation (zeroth order), there exists 
no streaming term for the phonon transport equation. If one goes to second 
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order in Яд there appears a streaming term F%.g(z) due to correlations of 
the phonons with the electrons. 
This again shows that in higher order in the electron-phonon coupling, the 
independent particle (electron or phonon) picture is no more valid. 
From the foregoing one sees that it is in principle possible to extend the 
derivation of linear transport equations for electrons and phonons to arbitrary 
high order in the interaction. 
In condensed form, these equations would look like 
zGk(z) = i ^ + Σ F<2S;k(z) + Σ KfS:kik.Jz) Gk.Jz) + Σ K&MJZ) Dg,Jz) 
vRy ÌS k'is q'%s 
(5.31) 
zDq{z) = Σ *&;„(*) + Σ * £ ; , , * · „ ( * ) G*J?) + Σ * $ ; „ , , „ ( * ) DÏJ*) (5-32) 
2S k'ts q'ts 
with S = 1, 2, 3 ; 2S being the order in the electron-phonon coupling. 
Equations similars to (5.31) and (5.32) have been written down by V a n 
L e e u w e n who used diagram considerations13). 
In terms of diagrams, the decoupling of Green's functions is equivalent 
with the extraction of all "dangerous diagrams". Although the two ap-
proaches are different, one obtains essentially analogous results. In particular, 
our streaming term and streaming term corrections Fe2.k{z), F%.q(z) corre-
spond to the class of "non dangerous diagrams" &ld(w) and D^d(m) of Van 
Leeuwen (see expressions (3.3) and (3.6) of 13)). 
By writing down explicitly results according to Van Leeuwen's method, 
one would also obtain correlation type corrections to the collision term. 
6. Conclusions. 1. As has been pointed out by N i s h i k a w a and B a r r i e 7 ) , 
the theorem of B l o c h and de D o m i n i c i s 6 ) gives a justification for the 
use of decoupling techniques. In the case of weak electron-phonon inter-
•action, decoupling is equivalent with perturbation theory. By deriving 
equations of motion for differences between decoupled and undecoupled 
expressions and by decoupling the result in a later stage, we did perform 
perturbation theory in a systematic way. In comparison with diagram 
techniques, it seems that decoupling method is more direct if one wants to 
obtain explicit results, as for example correlation effects. 
2. If we compare the present derivation of quantum transport equations 
with the generalized Boltzmann equation derived from the truncation of 
the B-B-G-Y-K hierarchy in classical statistical mechanics12) we have to 
take into account that in the case of our system, the streaming term is due 
to the action of the applied external field while for the generalized Boltzmann 
equation in classical statistics, the streaming is due to spatial inhomo-
geneities in the system and the distribution functions depend on the spatial 
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coordinate r. Nevertheless there exists a certain formal analogy between 
the classical transport equations derived by Bogoljubov's method and our 
quantum mechanical transport equations, in particular the streaming 
term corrections have a quite similar structure and are due in both cases to 
correlation effects. One also notes in both cases the occurence of corre­
lation effects in the collision terms; in the quantum mechanical case these 
effects are seen to be directly dependent on the particle density. 
3. An important difference exists between the present problem and the 
derivation of transport equations for the case of scattering by static impu­
rities. In the latter case, the problem may be reduced to a one electron 
problem, the electron being elastically scattered by the impurities. As is 
shown in an appendix, one obtains no hierarchy but the Green's function 
palaie', Я Уг is expressed in terms of non diagonal Green's functions like 
^яІак' ; ^vfrz- These latter in turn admit equations of motion (see A.5) and 
give rise to commutators of the form <[ЯЙЯЕ') ¿^,]>, instead of <[a¡fc+íafc¿>?ii^ v]> 
for the electron-phonon problem. In this respect the "interference terms" of 
Kohn and Luttinger arising from {[αία^·, ®
v
]> are comparable to our 
streaming term corrections arising from ([аь^акЪц, <2V]>. 
4. Recently, several authors have derived kinetic equations for the one 
electron density matrix in the case of electron-electron and electron-phonon 
scatter ing 1 4 ) 1 5 ) . The method presented in these papers allows a correct 
calculation of the collision term, including higher order effects in the 
electron-electron or electron-phonon interaction. In order to evaluate 
correctly transport coefficients and to obtain also corrections to the streaming 
term, one would have to deal with a full Hamiltonian Ж τ containing a first 
part Жρ describing the system of interacting particles and a second part 
JfF referring to the interaction with the external field. By constructing the 
hierarchy for density matrices and by applying decoupling techniques, one 
would obtain transport equations which after linearization (in the ex­
ternal field), should correspond exactly to our transport equations derived 
from Kubo formalism by using Green's functions theory. 
7. Summary of results. At present we want to recall briefly what has been 
achieved in this chapter. Kubo's expression for the frequency dependent 
electrical conductivity is written down in terms of Fourier transforms of 
Green's functions ζ,αΐα^; ¿&νί>ω+ίε and <одо
г
; £& У<и+іе respectively for e-
lectrons and phonons. By using the equation of motion method, the first 
two stages of the hierarchy of equations for Green's functions of increasing 
order are derived. Green's functions of type ξ^αΙ+ς+9ια-αο9ί ; ^ p ^ z are 
decoupled yielding contributions which correspond to the Д^-terms of the 
usual Boltzmann equations. By taking into account Green's functions of 
type taìc+q+q^kbqfiq-, ^ » z . i.aUk+q+q\bqfiq; 2VJZ and by considering the 
quantities neglected through the decoupling approximation, the hierarchy 
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is extended up to the fourth stage. Decoupling of the Green's functions of 
even higher order thereby obtained yields corrections to the collision term 
of the transport equations. The corrections to the collision term which are 
of fourth order in the electron-phonon interaction may be divided into two 
classes. A first class of corrections includes those which are build up from 
products of squared matrix elements describing single phonon exchange or 
annihilation of an electron-hole pair. The second class of corrections to the 
collision terms contains essentially correlation-type functions. These 
correlation effects are specific to a many problem and occur also in a part 
of the corrections to the streaming term. These streaming term corrections 
may be seen as arising from the combined effect of streaming and collision, 
they are present in both the transport equations for electrons and phonons 
and they cannot be obtained by the usual Boltzmann equation approach. 
From the present derivation of transport equations it may be seen how 
calculations run to arbitrary high order. 
APPENDIX A 
Here we write down the explicitly some equations and expressions 
mentioned in section 3. 
Applying an equation of motion like (3.1) to each member on the r.h.s. 
of (3.16), we see that ^2(.г)я;+
г
4?1,й,9 satisfies 
(Z + Ek+g+gl — Ek + COq — (tíq^al+q+qakbgblq·, S>r^z — 





» 2 — Çai+q+qfik-qfi-qfiqb-q; ^ »г] — 
+ Σ ¿β, <«*+e+í1a*«*1-ff1«*1*-?; ^ » г — Σ ¿««Яй+д+г.ядАлЯ^-гЯ*, ; ^ »
ζ
 — 
fcl t l 
- (1 + Vq) òq+qi Ι — < [ 4 а ь @v]-> - Σ }-q,[lak+q,akbq:· ^ » 2 + 
+ €ak+q,akb-q, ; З Уг — <а*л*-вА, ; ^»»г - {.аЫк-д.Ь-д, ; ^ »г] i — 
- WfcVr?, Σ K{- iflí^-qakb-q, 3>vl>z + iakí+qakblq; 9 у
г
} (Α. 1) 
Ari 
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A similar equation holds for Í¿3(Z)¿+ 9 + ? I > t 
(z + Ek+g — E к + Eki-g — Ek^ak+gakU^-gak,; @vì>z — 
— ZÒk+g-kXil — Wfc) Gk+g(z) — Пк+дСк(г)] = 
= -W~ <[я*-гя*а*і-«аЛ:,. ^ ] > — Σ hitak+g^g^kbg.aìc-qak^ ^ > г + 
¿Я qi 
+ i.ak+g+gfikblgfik.-qa^ ; ^ > z — C^fc+jafc-?^«,«^-?«*, ; ^ »»z — 
— і.ак+дак-д.Ь-дУк.-дак,; ^»·>ζ + ^к+дакак-д+д^к^д^ ^ » z + 
+ Cafc+ff^fcA^-î+î^ft.è-i, ; @vbz — i,a.k+gakakl-gakí-gíbgi ; ^ »
г
 — 







- 9 і о в і ; ^»»г + <β*+ ϊ «*+9- ϊ ι δ-ί 1 ; ^ » ζ — 
βι 
— ^ifc+g+í.afc+e^g, ; ^ > ζ — ««έ+ί+ΐ,ΛΛ+ίδ-?! ; ^ > ζ | + 
+ àk+q-k^k+g \-г- <[«*«*, ^ r]> + Σ ^[taUk-qfiq,; ^r»z + 
+ iaìcak-qp-q,; ®ν%ζ - ialc+g^kbg^ ^ν»ζ - iaí+í^fcéi»,; #»>J. (Α. 2) 
The equation of motion for 'ial+q+qfigfigak ; ^ »^z is found to be 
[z + Ek+q+q, — Ek — (ogi — (og)ia¡:+g+g¡bg¡bqak·, ^»»z = 
= -X- <[«*+i+ç1ô?1&î. ^r]> — Σ ^ïi^k+g+q.+q^kbqfiqfiq-, ^ > z + 
+ iaí+q+q.+q^kb-q.bqfig) ^ , >
г
 — ^ajc+q+qfik-qfiqfiqfiq', ^г»г — 
— taìc+q+q^k-gfi-gfigfig; 3> Уг] + Σ ^gX^+g+g^k^k.-g^kfig] ^ > ζ + 
Α:ι 
+ Σ Aj i.ak+q+qiakbqiaìe1-qakl ; S r»z. (A. 3) 
Ai 
A similar equation holds for i.al+g+gfi-gfiLqUk ; @гУг '• 
(г + Ek+q+q, — E к + ω9ί + Wg) ^ak+q+gfi-qfilgak] @ Уг = 
= -TT' <«*+<?+g,«fc6-<Z,è-9. ^ r]> — Σ Ля,[<.*1+д+д1+д,акЪ1-д,Ьі-діЫд·, Θν^ζ + 
ζπ g, 
+ iaUg+q.+q^kbq^lqfiíq; 9 ^
г
 — ^ajc+q+q^k-qfi-qfi-qfilq-, ^„»z — 
— iak+g+g^k-q.bq.bl^blg; ЯгУг] — Σ ^g^ai+q+q^ka^-q^kfilg-, .@,»
z
 — 





,іе, h, is calculated directly from eq. (3.17). One finds 
+ <afc1-</«fc1olï>A)(Gfc+g(2) — G*(z)) + itjfc.-g ^(r t+^fc , ,^) + r'k+qtk,q{z)) + 
+ (<Я +^дЯйОд>л + (.al+qakb-qy^Gk^qiz) — Gfc^z))} + 
<?ι (ζ + -fcfc+a — -с* + -^л+в, — -fcfc+ff+î, J 
X {«fc+g+ÎLfc-rg^A;^«!,*.?!^) + Γ '
Λ + ρ ι ι і.дгДг)) + 
+ (<я*+ 9 і я*і ! г і >я + ^ ¿ ι - ί , α Λ δ - β ^ Α ^ + β + , , ί * ) — С^+ ( 7(г))} + 
+
 Σ ¿s, J" - ρ ρ " - τ : , ρ \ àk+q-q.-k, Χ 
Χ {«*, fc-g^f fc+5, *+в-9і,9,(г) + ^"*+e,fc+?-ffi.9i(z)) + 
+ {iaUqak+q-qfiq^f. + ^fc+^fc+ï-î^-g^^i^ftW - Gfc-«^2))}· (B· U 
where 
Mfc+Ï, к = Пк+q — Пк- ( В . 2) 
The evaluation of the correction terms of type ^ai+q+q^kbqfiq; Я Уг and 
^а]с+д+Я]акЫйЬ-Яі ; ^v>z runs quite analogously. By applying decoupling 
techniques to the r.h.s. terms of equation (A. 3), one finds 
i^ak+q+q.akbqpq; 3>Λζ = A?Affl j - Ì X 
Ζ + Ek+q+Qi — E к — <Oq 
x
 { — vQ¡,k+q+qJ,k+q,kiq{¿) + W?1, *:Гі;+ г + 5 і, fc+ffl, β(2) + 
+ М'д^Гй+д+д^й+д.дДг) — ü?p й+дНд^А+д^ fc, дД )^ — 
— {(.a-k+q+q^k+qfiq)λ + <«fc+s+ff1«fc+gÖ?1>^ Gk{z) — 
— {iak+qUkbq'yi. + iak+q^kbq^ì) Gk+q+q^z) + 
+ (<Як+д+?1ал;+гі6?>л — (ak+qakb¿>x) Dq^z) + 
+ (<я*+г+г1я*+?*«1>я — <a¿+fflatoffl>A) о 9(г)} + 





>д + <«ί1-β«*Ιδ-<,>Λ) Gt(z)}. (В. 3) 
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Similarly one obta ins from eq. (A .4) : 
<αί+ί+9 1 «*δ-β 1 δ-9; ^ » z = λ9λ9ι\- ,-=.-— — _ , : — 
I Z + Jík+q+ql — £-k + ω 3 ι + ωα 
Χ { — И»
ві1 Ε + ? + ί ι Γ ' ί ; + 3 > fc, g(2) + î)gii А;Г'Е+д+3і> ¿ + 3 ι ι д(2) + 
+ Vq.kF' k+q+ql,k+q,qS.z) — Wq, k+q+qj" k+q^, k, qj,*) + 
+ {•\<lk+q+qlak+qìb-q>λ + (.dk+q+q^k+qb-q^λ) Gk{z) + 
+ ««ifc+safcèi8>A + <^Ε+?1αί;δ1?ι>Λ) Gfc+?+gi(z) + 
+ «Л*+9+віЯА;-1-гі6і9>д — <ЯЙ+(7ЯЛОІ(/>А) DUÌ[Z) + 
+ ^-Hil - Л-·} х Σί-»*^'*^,*,,^) + Г'*^ ,*„_„)(«) -I л + 2ω? J kx 
- «А*1+«Я*1ОІд>Л + <βίι-ββ*1*β>Α) G*(*)}. (В. 4) 
APPENDIX С 
In this appendix, we shall sketch briefly the derivation of transport 
equations for a system of electrons, scattered by randomly distributed static 
impurities, in terms of Green's functions. The Hamiltonian of the electron-
impurity system may be written as 
Jf ' = Σ Etfibt + Σ / ^ Μ - β ί β * · , (С 1) 
where the second term on the r.h.s. describes the electron-impurity scatter­
ing. By using the commutation rules 
[al, Ж'} = -Ekal - Σ XVt'tat· (С. 2) 
к' 
[Uk, -ЗГ] = +Ekak + Σ Wkk-dk· (С. 3) 
к' 
the equation of motion for the Green's function {.ala-k ', ^Лг reads 
*«αία*; 9
r
yB = — <[αίβ*, 9r]> + <[βίβ*, ^ ' ] ; ^ > * = 2π 
= -тг- <[βίβ*. ®г]> - Σ AFfc'*«a¿.aí;; ^ »
г
 + 2π й-
+ Σ λ Κ
Μ
. < β ί β * . ; ^ > « . (С. 4) 
А' 
This equation is analogous to eq. (3.2) for the electron-phonon system. 
Instead of higher order Green's functions like <Íía¡c+qaicbg; @ Уг o n e obtains 




latter satisfy in turn equations of motion as 
{z + Ek - Er) «4«*-; #,>« = - r - <[e^»t', ^ ] > -
2π 
~ Σ AF fc ' t«a¿'a fc. ; # , » + Σ ЯК^
Й
- <βία*. ; ^ »
г
. (С. 5) 
fc' к' 





 and Ся^ял'; ^сЭг play respectively the role of ƒ& and Д ^ while 
}-Vkk' corresponds to Н'^ъ, one sees that equations (C. 4) and (C. 5) correspond 
respectively to eqs. (25) and (21) in the paper of К oh η and L u t t i n g e r 4 ) . 







, í^y]> of eqs. (3.4) and (3.5). By going back 
into (A.4) one sees that the first r.h.s. term of eq. (A.5) yields a contribution 
Φ'-ΓΪπ]· ( C ' 6 > 
being equivalent to the term 
Γ Cjck'H'k'lc Ί 
fe- L d/de- J 
in eq. (81) of K o h n and L u t t i n g e r 4 ) and which is comparable to our 
interference terms Ρ?,;ίί(ζ) cq. (4.26). 
Received 23-6-64 
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MOTIVERING EN SAMENVATTING 
De beschrijving van transport-verschijnselen van electronen en phononen 
in metalen en halfgeleiders werd in het algemeen gebaseerd op de theorie 
van de Boltzmann vergelijking. Hierbij neemt men aan, dat de verdelings-
functies fe(k) van de electronen en fp(q) van de phononen voldoen aan de 
volgende vergelijkingen: 
ëfe eE dfe {ëfe \ (k,t) = - ' - (к, t) + l-L- (k, t)) (1) 
m ok \ et /botsing 




De eerste term van het rechter lid van (1) geeft de verandering van de 
verdeling van de electronen aan, veroorzaakt door het uitwendig electrische 
veld E {e is de lading van het electron, m zijn massa en k zijn impuls). De 
tweede term beschrijft de verandering van /e, veroorzaakt door de botsing 
van de electronen met de phononen van het rooster. 
Bij vergelijking (2) voor de verdelingsfunctie tv(q) van de phononen 
(waarin q de phonon-golfvector is) is er geen directe werking van het uit­
wendig veld en worden de phononen slechts uit hun evenwicht gebracht 
door hun botsingen met de electronen. In het stationaire geval verdwijnt 
de linker term van (1 ) en de rechter termen laten zien, dat het effect van het 
uitwendig veld door de botsingen tussen electronen en phononen wordt 
tegengewerkt. Bij het oplossen van vergelijking (1) neemt men voor /e(fc) 
in de eerste term van het rechter lid van (1) de ongestoorde Fermi-Dirac 
verdeling fe
u
(k), terwijl de botsingsterm gewoonlijk door tweede orde sto­
ringstheorie berekend wordt. De botsingsterm in vergelijking (2) voor 
phononen wordt op dezelfde wijze behandeld. Als resultaat krijgt men dan 
de welbekende Boltzmann vergelijkingen voor electronen en phononen 1 )*), 
die van de tweede orde zijn in de electron-phonon koppeling λ4. Tegen de 
·) Zie referenties bij hoofdstuk I 
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zojuist beschreven methode zijn verschillende bezwaren aan te voeren1)2). 
Ten eerste: de methode waarmee men de botsingstermen in de vergelij-
kingen (1) en (2) berekent. De daarvoor benodigde overgangswaarschijnlijk-
heden zijn afgeleid door middel van tijdsafhankelijke verstrooiingstheorie 
van laagste orde, een methode, die alleen juist is voor voldoende korte 
tijdsintervallen At. Het gebruik van tijdsonafhankelijke overgangswaar-
schijnlijkheden op elk tijdstip t in de botsingsterm wordt dan plausibel 
gemaakt door argumenten, die "random phase" benaderingen en veronder-
stellingen over de botsingstijd bevatten. In het bijzonder gaat men er hierbij 
van uit, dat de botsingstijd korter is dan de tijd tussen twee opeenvolgende 
botsingen. Door de laatste benadering wordt men er toe geleid een andere 
moeilijkheid van de Bol tzmann vergelijking te beschouwen. In vergelijking 
(1) neemt men aan dat de botsingsterm niet beïnvloed wordt door het uit-
wendig veld, met andere woorden, het uitwendig veld wordt verondersteld 
alleen op deeltjes te werken die vrij zijn tussen de botsingen: de werking 
van het veld gedurende de botsingen wordt hierdoor verwaarloosd. 
Ten einde de zoeven genoemde moeilijkheden te vermijden en een meer 
exacte theorie van transportverschijnselen te geven, dient men uit te gaan 
van andere uitdrukkingen dan verg. (1) en (2). 
Een algemene formule die de responsie van een systeem op een uitwendige 
storing beschrijft, is door K u b o 3 ) gegeven. Zijn behandeling is gebaseerd op 
de beschrijving van de verandering van de dichtheidsmatrix van het systeem 
als gevolg van het uitwendig veld. 
Als de uitwendige storing voldoende zwak is, is het gerechtvaardigd om 
slechts de lineaire responsie functie te beschouwen, die kan worden uitge-
drukt in een twee-tijds correlatiefunctie. In het bijzonder kan de electrische 
weerstand worden beschreven als een correlatiefunctie van twee stromen. 
Deze vorm van de Kubo formule werd door C h e s t e r en T h e l l u n g 4 ) en 
V e r b o v e n 5 ) gebruikt bij een onderzoek van transportverschijnselen voor 
electronen in wisselwerking met onzuiverheden. K o h n en L u t t i n g e r 6 ) 
bestudeerden dit probleem met een andere methode, die gebaseerd is op de 
dichtheidsmatrix van één electron. Al deze onderzoekingen werden ver-
eenvoudigd door het feit dat het gerechtvaardigd was om slechts één electron 
in wisselwerking met een systeem van willekeurig verdeelde statische 
onzuiverheden te beschouwen. In het geval van electron-phonon verstrooi-
ing is de situatie ingewikkelder. Men heeft te maken met een echt veel-
deeltjesprobleem en de technieken, die gebruikt zijn in de bovengenoemde 
artikelen zijn minder toepasselijk. 
In de laatste jaren zijn veldtheoretische methodes met groot succes in de 
vaste stoffysika en in de statistische mechanika toegepast. De Green's 
functie techniek bleek daarbij de meest effectieve methode te zijn en is 
geschikt voor evenwichts- zowel als voor transportproblemen in de statistische 
fysika7). 
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In hoofdstuk twee van dit proefschrift beschouwen we niet de Kubo 
formule in zijn gewone vorm maar gaan we uit van een uitdrukking die al 
eerder in de afleiding van de Kubo formule voorkomt. Dit laat ons toe de 
electrische geleiding onmiddellijk in de Fourier getransformeerde van de 
geretardeerde Green's functie uit te drukken. Deze Green's functie is te 
interpreteren als de verandering van de electrondistributie veroorzaakt door 
het uitwendig veld. Ze speelt de rol van de lineaire afwijking (in E) van de 
functie fe(k) in de gewone Boltzmann vergelijking ten opzichte van zijn 
evenwichtswaarde fe0{k). Uitgaande van een "elementaire" Green's functie 
Gk kunnen we, door de bewegingsvergelijkingsmethode voor Green's functies 
toe te passen, een hiërarchie voor de Green's functies afleiden. Deze hiër-
archie bevat gemengde electron-phonon Green's functies van hogere orde. 
Zoals bekend uit de algemene theorie, moeten we de hiërarchie door bepaalde 
benaderingsmethodes afbreken. In ons probleem doen we dit met behulp 
van de zogenaamde ontkoppelingstechniek, een methode die het eerst werd 
toegepast door B o g o l j u b o v en Tyablikov7)8). Op deze manier verkrijgen 
wij een lineaire integraal-vergelijking voor Gk en voor Dq, waar laatstge-
noemde Green's functie de lineaire afwijking is van de phonon distributie. 
Deze termen, die op een natuurlijke wijze in onze berekeningen verschijnen, 
staan bekend als "phonon drag". In het geval van een statisch electrisch 
veld is ons systeem van twee gekoppelde integraal-vergelijkingen voor Gk 
en Dq equivalent met de gelineairiseerde versie van de Bloch-Boltzmann 
vergelijkingen voor electronen en phononen. De inhomogene term in de 
vergelijking voor Gfc is identiek met de gewone stromingsterm van de 
Boltzmann vergelijking terwijl het homogene gedeelte correspondeert met de 
botsingsterm die van tweede orde in de electron-phonon koppeling is. Dit 
laat duidelijk zien, dat de scheiding tussen stromings- en botsingstermen, 
zoals gemaakt in vergelijking (1) in laagste orde van de electron-phonon 
interactie, gerechtvaardigd is. Het laatste deel van hoofdstuk II is gewijd 
aan de discussie over de behoudswetten van energie, totaal impuls en aantal 
electronen. De behoudswetten worden zowel gegeven voor de exacte 
kinetische vergelijkingen (van elke orde in de electron-phonon interactie) 
als voor de kinetische vergelijkingen, verkregen na ontkoppeling. Bij af-
wezigheid van „Umklapprozesse" is de totale impuls een behouden groot-
heid en de electrische geleiding wordt oneindig. Dit is een bekend gevolg van 
de phonon drag. Tenslotte worden de kinetische vergelijkingen opgeschreven, 
door „Umklapprozesse" in rekening te brengen. Daardoor worden de be-
houdswetten gewijzigd en de electrische geleiding blijft eindig. 
Het volgende hoofdstuk is een uitbreiding tot hogere orde in de electron-
phonon interactie. Ten eerste wordt de Green's functie-hiërarchie tot de 
vierde orde afgeleid. Door ontkoppeling in dit stadium verkrijgt men op-
nieuw de resultaten van orde Я, berekend in hoofdstuk II en additionele 
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termen, die van hogere orde zijn in de electron-phonon interactie. Men krijgt 
twee hoofd-klassen van correcties. 
Eerst zijn er de correcties aan de botsingsterm (orde A¿), die gegeven wor-
den door het homogene deel van de integraal vergelijking. Hier kan men op-
nieuw onderscheid maken in twee groepen. Het eerste deel van de termen 
brengt de renormalisatie van de electron- en phonon-energie en correcties 
aan de overgangswaarschijnlijkheden in rekening. Het overblijvende ge-
deelte van de correcties aan de botsingsterm bevat electron-phonon dicht-
heidsmatrices als gevolg van correlatie effecten, die kenmerkend zijn voor 
het veeldeeltjeskarakter van het systeem. 
De tweede groep van correcties is van geheel andere aard en verdient 
speciale aandacht. In de vergelijking voor de electron Green's functie Gk 
verkrijgt men behalve de bekende stromingsterm een hele klasse van ter-
men, die veroorzaakt zijn door de interferentie tussen stroming en botsing. 
Deze termen behoren tot het niet homogene deel van de integraal verge-
lijking en zijn evenredig met de uitwendige storing. Anderszijds zijn ze ook 
evenredig met de electron-phonon interactie (in ons geval van orde Я )^ en 
bevatten andere factoren, die veroorzaakt zijn door de botsing. Deze inter-
ferentietermen worden veroorzaakt door de werking van het electrische 
veld gedurende botsingen. De deeltjes worden hier niet langer beschouwd 
als zich vrij bewegend tussen ogenblikkelijke botsingen. Een zelfde soort 
correcties is ook aanwezig in de kinetische vergelijking voor phononen, die 
in het algemeen (in de laagste orde beschouwd) geen stromingsterm bevat. 
Onze resultaten tonen aan, dat het schema zoals gegeven door vergelijking 
( 1 ) en (2) alleen gerechtvaardigd is in de laagste orde in de electron-phonon 
interactie en dat het niet geldig is in een meer correcte formulering van 
transport verschij nselen. 
Hoofdstuk II en I II zijn als afzonderlijke artikelen in Physica opge­





Indien men de botsingsdoorsneden van zware molekulen aan zware 
atomen meet voor twee ongelijke magnetische rotatie kwantumgetallen, 
dan levert het verschil hiervan goed te analyseren informatie over de as-
symetne van het attraktieve gedeelte van de intermolekulaire potentiaal 
H G B e n n e w i t z , К H K r a m e r , W P a u l en J P. 
T o e n n i e s , Ζ f Phys 177 (1964) 84-110 
II 
Recente metingen van P a v l o v , D a m i l j a n en K o z o l k o v van het 
vervalschema van In 116 zijn met exakt 
P a v l o v et al Buil Acad Sc USSR vol 27, no 7(1963) 
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Ρ F e t t w e i s en J Vervier, Physics Letters 3 (1962) 
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III 
Wegens het toenemend belang van wetenschappelijke russische pubhka-
ties is het wenselijk, dat een cursus in de russische taal deel uitmaakt van de 
postdoktorale opleiding 
IV 
Het verdient aanbeveling, de eigenschappen van polaronen (speciaal wat 
betreft de effektieve massa en de energie als funktie van de snelheid) met 
behulp van de inelastische verstrooiing van neutronen aan polaire kristallen 
te onderzoeken 
J J J K o k k e d e e , Physica 28 (1962) 893 
V 
Bij het berekenen van hoger dan eerste orde korrekties op de massa's van 
elementaire deeltjes, behorende tot eenzelfde SU3 representatie, is het nodig 
daarbij rekening te houden met een mogelijke menging van verschillende 
representaties 
S Oku bo, Physics Letters 4 (1963) 14 

VI 
De afleiding van formule (5.29) in "Relativistic kinematics" van R. Ha­
g e d o r n voor de maximale hoek van een impulsspektrum na een Lorentz-
transformatie van het zwaartepunt-systeem naar het laboratorium-systeem 
is niet korrekt. 
R. H a g e d o r n , Relativistic Kinematics ρ 53, (5 29) 
Benjamin (1963) 
VII 
De veel voorkomende uitdrukking, die de temperatuurafhankelijkheid 
van koolweerstanden beschrijft, is op dimensionale gronden onjuist. 
von A n g e r e r - E b e r t , Technische Kunstgriffe bei physi­
kalischen Untersuchungen, Yieweg, Braunschweig 
(1959) 
V i l i 
Voor lage frequenties van het uitwendig veld kan men vergelijking (4.8) in 
hoofdstuk II van dit proefschrift oplossen. Verwaarloost men de fonon drag 
termen dan krijgt men voor de elektrische geleiding een uitdrukking, die 
dezelfde vorm heeft als de Drude formule voor wisselstroom. 
Ρ D r u d e , Annalen der Physik 14 (1904) 936. 
22 januari 1965 K. H. Michel 



